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Abstract

Voltage control devices currently in use on single phase distribution feeders are not

adequate to correct for the rapid fluctuations in voltage caused by intermittent loads such as

motor startings and welding. Recently, static va.r compensators have been examined by

manufacturers and researchers for their suitability of being installed at distribution level

voltages. To date, a compact single phase device that is comparable in size and cost to a

step voltage regulator while being able to correct voltage flicker has not been developed.

In order to study this problem, phase A of St. Agathe feeder SA-1 was modelled. The

possibility of voltage flicker exists on this feeder due to farming loads. A thyristor switched

capacitor and voltage source inverter were modelled with an electro-magnetic Íansient

program (EMTDC), to test the suitability of each device as a voltage regulator. It was

shown, through digital simulations, that the thyristor switched capacitor (TSC) is the best

choice for a single phase voltage regulator. Further verification was provided via a real time

analog simulator. Results showed the TSC does not produce harmonics, produces minimal

transients during startup and fault recovery and voltage flicker can be effectively eliminated.
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Introduction

Chapter I
lntroduction

1.1 Purpose

The objective of this thesis is to design and test a single phase voltage control device

suitable for controlling the fast fluctuations in voltage associated with loads such as spot

welding, motor starting and scrap melting. Candidate devices were simulated digitally on the

electromagnetic rransients program EMTDC t41l with final testing of the most suitable

device being performed on an analog simulator.

1.2 Motivation

The voltage control device most corrìmonly used in a distibution feeder is a step

voltage reguiator or mechanically switched capacitor. These devices, while correcting for the

change in voltage caused by the slow changes in daily load demand, cannot correct for fast

fluctuations in voltage. Recently, much interest has been shown towards applying static VAr

compensators to distribution systems 116-2Il. Various kinds of static VAr compensators

(SVC) have been evaluated including thyristor switched capacitors (TSC) [16,17,39], fixed

capacitor/thyristor controlled reactor FC/TCR) [19], and voltage source inverters (VSÐ

120,211. AII of the compensators descibed in the literature are three phase devices with

ratings exceeding 2 MVfu. There has been no research to date on a compact single phase

device which will be able to directly replace step voltage regulators and mechanically

switched capacitors while providing the voltage regulation performance of a large SVC.
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 provides background information on single phase distribution voltage. The

first section descibes characteristics of various single phase loads which cause voltage

fluctuation problems. This is followed by a description of the most recent state of the art in

distribution voltage control devices. In Chapter 3, the essential components and control

algorithms are designed for a thyristor switched capacitor and voltage source inverter.

Chapter 4 contains the test results. Each compensator is simulated digitally followed by

analog simulations of the TSC. Finally, Chapter 5 provides conclusions and recommenda-

tions for further studies.



Chapter 2

Single Phase Distribution Voltage

2.1 Introduction

There are many thousands of miles of single phase feeders in a utility's distribution

system. Connected to these feeders are customers who have a variety of loads including:

lighting, power, heating and electronic. It is the utility's responsibility to maintain an

adequate quatity of supply to these consumers. Voltage fluctuations, if not corrected, will

cause customers to complain about damage to sensitive electronic equipment and about

annoying light flicker. The purpose of this chapter is to describe several types of single

phase loads which cause voltage fluctuations and the state of art in utility's compensation

devices.

2.2 Yoltage Fluctuation Problem

A single phase distribution feeder can have a variety of loads each having its own

unique effects on the system voltage. Effects that must be corrected include: reduced power

factor, voltage depression, ffid voltage flicker. Characteristics of several troublesome loads

will be described in this section including their particular effect on the voltage.

Voltage dips can be caused by the high inrush current required during motor stafiing.

Most single phase motors in domestic homes have ratings which are low enough not to

cause problems on the distribution system. However, heat pump compressor motors have

ratings of 3 - 4 Kilowatts at 0.8 power factor lagging. There can be several starts per hour

depending on weather conditions. Voltage dips in excess of !7o can be expected with the

situation becoming worse if several homes in an area have heat pumps and the compressor

motors are starting simultaneously [6]. Small industrial installations such as farms or saw
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mills could have single phase motors rated as high as 7.5 kW.

Frequent voltage dips will cause the tight oulput of incandescent lamps to flicker. The

eye is sensitive to light flicker in the range of 0.01 to 10 Hz and the degree of perception

and objection is determined by the magnitude of voltage change. The range of observable

and objectionable flicker is graphed in Figure 2.1 [8]'

o.l o.3 o.5 t.o 3 5 lo 30 50 l0o

FREOUENCY OF FLICKER IN SECONOS

Figure 2.1: Observable and obiectionable flicker rangef8]

A common source of voltage flicker in rural feeders is from farm welding. The

welding process can be divided into two types:

1. Arc welding

2. Resisønce welding

Arc welding is used when the thickness of metal and length of weld becomes large. Spot

welding of thin metals is the normal application of resistance welding.

Single phase arc welders are rated up to 36 kVA with approximately a 0.35 lagging

power factor (pf). Cunent is not highly fluctuating but can last from several seconds to a
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few minutes depending on the length

shown in Figure 2.2 l3l.

DIYERTER PATH

CONTROL COIL

CONTR(L
wlltoil{G

CLOSE COUPLED
SECONDARY WINDING

Single Phase Distr. Voltage

of the weld. A circuit diagram of an arc welder is

ÍROL RECTIFIER
(CONVERTS COITTROL
CURRENT FROT ACTOOCI

RANGE SWITCH
(COARSE CURRENT
AOJUSTI¡ET{T SELECTS
couErNATtor{ 0F
LOOSE OR CLOSELY
COUPLED SECOTOARY}

CONTÀCTOR

EI¡CTROOE HOLDER
VTELOI NG
TERMINALS

Figure 2.22 Arc welder schematic diagram [3]

Th¡ee factors are used in making a resistance weld:

1. Amount of current that passes through work

2. Pressure the electrodes transfer to the work

3. Time the current passes through the weld

Resistance welders are characterized by short welding times (as low as a fraction of a

second) and very high currents. Unit ratings can vary from 5 to 500 kVA depending on the

application. Ratings larger than 100 kVA are normally limited to use in factory production

RI{EOSTAT (FITIE CURRETIT

^/ AoJusrHElr)
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from 0.2 to 0.5 lagging. A schematic of a spotlines. Power factor is also low and can vary

welding process is shown in Figure 2.3 Í3).

II ELECTRODE+t-rI ì¡leuotr'¡c h

ilElt¡pERetuRE '
I WATER

wonr L-

*r ro, *o J
.-. TRANSFORMER

FORCE

FORCE{tz

r-T
ilÉl
llts A.c. PowERilçI
/ L--,J

1
CONTACTOR

Figure 2.3: Resistance (spot) welding process schematic [3]

Single phase industrial heating is another cause of voltage fluctuations on distribution

feeders. Although not as common as three phase units, single phase units do have applica-

tions.

There are two different forms of industrial heating:

1. Electro-magnetic induction heating

2. Arc furnace

In induction heating, the material to be heated is placed inside a coil and connected to the

power supply. The high frequency (60H2) magnetic field induces eddy curents. These in-

duced cturents, in turn, heat the material. Induction heating causes the problem of low power

factor (0.2) and of creating voltage unbalance between the phases of a three phase supply.

The arc furnace in contrast, relies on the high temperatures occurring in the ionized

atmosphere between electrodes to melt the materiai. Small installations have one ca¡bon

electrode and a scrap metal electrode, in contrast to large installations which employ three

carbon electrodes. During the melt down period, the current is very large and fluctuates

rapidly creating severe voltage flicker problems.

2.3 Voltage Control Devices

Several devices are currently used on single phase distribution systems to conrrol the
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voltage. These devices can be classifîed under the two distinct headings of regulators and

capacitors. There are three types of regulators being used today: the induction regulator, the

no load tap changer or autobooster and the tap-changing-under-load (TCUL) or step voltage

regulator. Capacitors can be connected in either series or shunt and be either fixed or

switchable. Each of these devices will be described in the following sections.

2.3.1 Autobooster

An autobooster is a no load tap changing autotransformer that can be used to either

boost or buck the line voltage. Figure 2.4 l9l indicates the single phase connections.

H = Primary Terminals
X = Secondary Terminals

llo load Tap Changer

Typical lnlemal S/iring

of Trmsformel

ritfi T4 Changer

Figure 2.4: Autobooster single phase connections [9]

The voltage and current output from an autobooster can be determined by the

example on the following page.

The winding ratio of the transformer is adjusted manually to compensate for the

voltage drop in the feeder. Autoboosters have lower leakage reactance, lower losses, smaller

exciting currents and lower cost than 2-winding transformers as long as the voltage ratio

does not vary much from 1:1. Disadvantages include loss of electrical isolation and discon-

nection from service if a tap change is required.
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Example

Given: primary current -It = 1'0 Pu
ó¡marv voltage Vr = 1'9Pu
þti*u.y # of tlurns Nt = 400

Want 57o boost in voltage.
Find # of turns on secondary and
resulting secondary current.

H2 X3

LVnNr-L--:=1+==' (2.1)
12 Vl - Nl

Solution:
Nn1.05=t*ú "'Nz=20

Iz = 1.0 le +201400)

= 0.9524 pu

2.3.2 Induction Regulator

A transformer which makes use of a rotatable coil a:rangement to achieve a va¡iable

transformer ratio is known as an induction regulator. lnduction regulators have been con-

stucted in single, two and three phase units.

The operation of an induction regulator can be understood by examining an equivalent

circuit of a three phase device shown in Figure 2.5 [11].

Figure 2.5: Induction regulator equivalent circuit III]



By making

diagram shown in

use of equation 2.2 and 2.3 a circular locus

Figure 2.6 tlll.

N
v":l Y ¡lþn

N*

Vz=V^4Ve

Single Phase Distr. Voltage

may be drawn on the phasor

(2.2)

(2.3)

\
I

vt=V¡

Figure 2.62 Phasor diagram of induction regulator [11]

The input voltage (V,) can be assumed to be constant in the steady state. By varying

the rotor angle (manually or automatically), the output voltage (Vr) will vary by an amount

depending on the turns ratio and winding impedance. A control system based on the voltage

regulating relay (described in the next section) is used to determine the desired rotor angle.

The induction regulator has the advantage of being able to continuously vary the

oulput voltage. However, disadvantages of being limited to circuits of 5000 kV or less and

having higher leakage inductance and magnetizing culrents as compared with conventional

autoÍansformers [5,1 1] are some reasons why the induction regulator is rapidly being

replaced. A cross section of a typical induction regulator is shown in Figure 2.7 l5l.
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Operoting motor
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windings

Rotor coil
su pport

Roller beoring

Figure 2.7: Induction regulator cross section [5]

2.3.3 Step Voltage Regulator

The step voltage regulator is essentially the same as an autobooster except it has the

ability to tap change under load. Quite often the device is refer¡ed to as a TCUL regulator.

The taps are kept separate from the primary coil and are so aranged that the

connections can be reversed so as to boost or buck the primary voltage. Figure 2.8 indicates

the sequence of operation of a regulator with four taps.

The output voltage of a step voltage regulator is continuously monitored. Once the

voltage exceeds the maximum set output voltage a contact is made to cause the regulator to

lower the output voltage. Similarily, if the oufput voltage becomes too low, another contact

I

t__
I

10



is made which results in the regulator increasing

contact making voltmeter to make the connections

Single Phase Distr. Voltage

the output voltage. Older regulators used a

whereas today, solid state relays are used.

POSITION
23

XX XXX
XXX XX

XXXX
XX

XXX
XXX

XX

ffiî:ï'â

,"l""to, l
switch 3

4

Figure 2.82 Sequence of step voltage regulator operation

A General Electric type ML32 [7] single phase step voltage reguiator has a reference

voltage level continuously adjustable between 105 and 135 volts (120 corresponds to 1 p.u.).

The voltage can be heid within predetermined bands of 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 volts (!l.25%o -

Ð..5Vo at 1.0 p.u. voltage).

It is possible to regulate the voltage at some other point further out on the feeder by

employing a line drop compensator. A line drop compensator is an electrical minature of the

transmission line to the point where voltage regulation is desired. Proportional values of

transmission line resistance and reactance arc set on the regulator. A current transformer

installed inside the regulator causes a proportional voltage drop to be subtracted from the

line voltage at the regulator terminals. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.9 l5l.

11
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To regulotor
control

Figure 2.92 Schematic of line drop compensator and voltage regulating reloy [5]

A time delay of 10 to 90 seconds is provided between energizing the voltage relay

and operating the tap changing equipment. A 30 second delay is recommended by the

manufacturer for the lvIL3Z. Some voltage va¡iations are self correcting so the time delay is

employed to increase the life of the apparatus by avoiding unnecessary switchings.

The ML32 is a popular regulator currently being used on Manitoba Hydro's distribu-

tion system. Analog conÍols are used in this device to determine desired tap changes. A

state of the art microcomputer conrol system is described by Harlow and LaPlace [13].

2.3.4 Capacitor

Capacitors are also used to improve voltage regulation on distribution feeders.

However, their operation is different from the previously described regulators. Most loads in

a power system such as welders and motors have a low lagging power factor. The power

factor can be calculated from the following equation:

power factor = useful power (kW)
(2.4)

apparent power (kVA)

Utilities are required to supply more power than necessary when a load is operating at a low

power factor. A capacitor installed in shunt has the capability of cancelling the inductive

(lagging) nature of the circuit or, in other words, is providing power factor correction. A cir-

- ----l

12
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cuit with an improved power factor requires less current for a given load and, therefore,

reduces power losses in the transmission line.

Capacitors have been connected in shunt and series in distribution systems l4,l4l. A

shunt capacitor can be thought of as correcting the component of curent due to the induc-

tive reactance, whereas a series capacitor corrects for the reactive voltage drop of the line.

Series capacitors are rarely installed in distribution systems. They suffer from many problems

such as overvoltages due to large fault currents and ferro-resonance with transformers.

Elaborate protection schemes have been developed [15] but the shunt capacitor is by far the

most popula¡ form of installation and will be described further here.

Shunt capacitors are nofinally installed in three phase banks and are either fixed in

size or are assembled in a number of smaller units that can be mechanically switched on and

off. There are a number of controls available today which can automatically switch capacit-

ors, including:

1. Time switch

2. Temperature

3. Voltage

4. Current

5. VAr

6. Combination: power factor, voltage override

In residential and commercial areas where the load can be predicted by a utility, time

switched controls can be used. Due to today's technology, time conEols a¡e able to recognize

holidays, weekends and daylight saving for 20 years of operation as well as accommodate up

to 5 daily load switchings operations.

Temperature controls can be applied, similarily, if a good correlation exists between

temperature change and heating and air conditioner loads. The control must be able to

respond to the true temperature and have an adequate time delay. Shielding of the tempera-

ture sensing element from direct sunlight and a delay of one hour to compensate for the lag

of electrical load to temperature change is required.

Using measured electrical quantities to control capacitor switching is more accurate

than the previously described methods but also more expensive. Voltage control is the most

popular and is used to improve voltage regulation in areas where there are large voltage

swings. Current controls are useful when the capacitor is located in the compensating region

of a voltage regulator. Several operational problems occur with controls responding to VAr
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levels only. They include:

1.Poor voltage profile during periods of large resistive circuit loading unless a

low voltage override is provided in the controls.

2. Not being able to detect a low lagging power factor during periods of light to

moderate circuit loading.

3. Causing overvoltages during heavy circuit loading while the power factor is

acceptable due to the VAr level exceeding the control setting.

Power factor control can alleviate the above problems, however, during light loading with

low power factor, power factor control wili cause capacitor banks to be switched on,

resulting in overvoltages and increased losses. Advanced capacitor control relays have been

developed which use a combination of power factor, voltage override and undercurrent

detection [4].

Electronic controls have an adjustable time delay of 15 to 120 seconds with 60 being

used most commonly. The electrical signal being monitored must exceed the ON or OFF

setting for at least the length of time of the time delay before a switching operation occurs.

2.3.5 Static Var Compensator

A static var compensator is a shunt connected device employing solid state switches

in conjunction with capacitors and/or reactor banks. Va¡ious configurations have been

proposed and installed on distribution systems including:

1. Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC) 116,17l

2. Fixed Capacitor/Thyristor Controlled Reactor (FCÆCR) [18,19]

3. Voltage Source Inverter (VSÐ 120,221

The principle of operation behind a TSC and VSI are descibed in Section 3.3 and 3.4

respectively. A TCR consists of an inductor in series with an anti-parallel thyristor pair. The

curent through the inductor can be varied from full conduction to zero by modifying the

firing angle of the thyristors. Fixed or thyristor switched capacitors are norrnally used to

remove the odd current harmonics generated by the TCR as well as to bias the TCR's

control characteristic into the desired compensation region. In summary, the TSC can provide

leading reactive power in discrete steps. Both the VSI and FCIICR are capable of providing

a continuous source of leading and lagging reactive power at the expense of harmonic

production. A FCIICR produces odd curent harmonics while a VSI produces odd voltage
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harmonics. Recommended reading for further understanding of the basic characteristics of

each device can be found in f26,27,281.

The response rime of a SVC is in the range of 2-4 cycles which makes it ideally

suited for applications where fast voltage control is required. ln the past, SVC's have been

installed on transmission lines and near large loads to meet any or all of the following

requirements:

1. Improved voltage regulation

2. Enhancement of steady state and dynamic stability

3. Reduction of overvoltages

4. Reduction of voltage flicker

5. Damping of subsynchronous oscillations

6. Reduction of voltage or current unbalances

Recently 116-201, SVC's have been considered for distribution systems. The SVC des-

cibed by Wong, Osborn and McAvoy [16] is a three phase device rated 2.5 MVAI and is

manufacrured by Asea Brown Boveria (ABB). Keene et al. [18] descibe a three phase fixed

capacitor, thyristor controlled reactor, identical to the minicomp-compact static var compen-

sator manufactured by ASEA [19]. This device can continuously control the reactive power

up ro 2 MVAr. Edwards and Nannery l20l describe a three phase 1.0 MVfu advanced static

var generator (voltage source inverter) which is manufactured by V/estinghouse Electric

Corporation.

2.4 Chapter Summary

The devices described in Sections 2-4 of this chapter were designed to correct for the

slow changes in daily load demand. All of the SVC's that have been developed for distribu-

tion system applications, while being more compact than their counterparts at higher voltages

132,33), a¡e limited to applications at substations or at the terminals of medium sized in-

dustrial plants. Other methods of improving voltage regulation which have been used but are

not described here include motor starters and reconductoring or strengthening the supply

system. Motor starters, while attempting to reduce the starting voltage dip, can introduce dips

of their own [16]. Srengthening the supply is a very expensive alternative and is not guar-

anteed to work. A smaller less expensive single phase device is required for the fluctuation

problems described in this chapter. Two proposed single phase compensators will be

designed and tested in the next two chapters. 
15



Chapter 3

Compensator Design

3.1 Introduction

Two single phase compensators will be designed in this chapter. The reactive power

requirements of a typical single phase feeder is calculated first from load flow studies.

Components and control algorithms for a thyristor switched capacitor and voltage source in-

verter are designed next.

3.2 Reactive Power Requirements

Capacitors are rated according to their nominal voltage and kVAr rating. A quick

method of determining the amount of capacitance required at a particula-r location is found

by using equation (3.1).

capacitor kVAr = kW(tanÕ¡ - tanÕr) (3.1)

Õr = uncorrected angle of lag

Õz = corrected angle of lag

kW = size of load in kilowatts

For example, say we have a load of 27I kW at a lagging power factor of 0.8 and we

wish to add capacitance to bring the power factor to unity.

Õr = 36.87o Õ, = 0.00o

Cap kVAr = 271,.0 ( tan 36.87o - tan 0.00')

= 203.25 kVAr
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A capacitor of 203.25 kVAr is required to bring the power factor to unity. Slightly

more capacitance may be required to regulate the voltage to 1.0 pu.

In order to determine how much additional capacitance is needed, the equivalent

reactance between the source and compensator and the desired voltage change must be

known. Equation 3.2 can then be used to determine the amount of capacitance needed.

capacitor kvAr = 
t"

k
(3.2)

I" = capacitor current

Xr = soutce reactance

k = âmps per kVAr

In the previous example, the source reactance is 16.6 C) and during heavy loading the

voltagedrops to0.925 pu. If thefeederisoperatingatT200 volts,theamountof capacitance

required is 232.36 kVAr or an additional 29 kVfu is needed to regulate the voltage (from

the previous example).

k = 1000Æ200 = 0.14 Amps/kvAr

¡. = (7200 - 6660)/t6.6 = 32.53 Amps

capacitor kVfu = 32.53/0.14 = 232.36 kVAr

Mr. Paul Wilson of Manitoba Hydro supplied us with several possible locations for

our compensator. These locations are listed below along with the type of regulation device

currently being used and size of load served:

1. St. Agathe: NW23-7-78,504 autobooster 16 Farms

2. Morris: SWl1-4-1W, 664 Reg. Town of Sewell

3. Lettelier: SE36-1-lE, 664 Reg. 23 customers

4. Lowe Farm: SV/20-4-1W, 334 Reg. 12 customers

5. Manitou: NW2-1-8W, 504 auto 18 customers

6. Manitou: NW30-2-8W, 504 auto 13 customers

7. Manitou: NW9-4-9W, 1004 Reg. 14 customers

ôE/)!
=

k

t]
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In each case the load served is between 150 and 300 kVA. Information was not

provided on the type of load or power factor, therefore, a worst case of 0.8 pf lagging was

assumed. The St. Agathe location was chosen to be studied in detail because of its close

proximity to Winnipeg, the possibility of flicker problems due to farming loads and its

representative nature of a typical single phase feeder.

Phase A of St. Agathe feeder SA-1 is shown in Figure 3.1. The compensator is

replacing a 50 Amp autobooster which was located at bus 30. Also, an upline 100 Amp step

voltage regulator was removed for these studies. A number of assumptions and simpli-

fications have been made in the modelling of the St. Agathe feeder:

1. All loads are at 0.8 power factor lagging

2. There are a number of loads (150 kVA) upline of the compensator which have

been removed

3. The voltage at the substation is constant at 1.0 per unit

4. The transmission line is modelled as lumped parameter resistance and induc-

tance elements

A program was written in order to analyze the voltages at the different buses on the

feeder under various load conditions. Details of the program are included in Appendix A.

The program allows the user to assume all the loads are either of the constant

impedance or constant power variety. Constant current is another type of load which is not

included in the program. There is a fundamental difference between each load variety as

indicated in Figure 3.2. The constant kVA model is associated with motor loads, constant

impedance represents loads such as electrical resistance heating and constant culTent is a

combination of the two. The voltages resulting from each load assumption do not vary

significantly. Since the constant impedance load model requires only one calculation (con-

stant power is iterative) and will better model the loads on the analog power system

simulator (see Chapter 4) as well as the loads on the feeder, the remainder of this section

will refer to loads of this type.

18
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Figure 3.22 Current as a functíon of voltage and load [15]

Many load flow studies were performed on the St. Agathe feeder. A compensator of

250 kVfu was found to regulate the voltage at bus 30 to 1.0 per unit. Appendix A contains

computer printouts of voltages and currents without compensation and with 250 kVAr

compensation. Figure 3.3 is a voltage profile along buses substation-l-2-3-5-7-9 where bus 9

has the lowest voltage in the feeder. The effects of compensation can clearly be seen in this

graph.
Voltage Profile

o No Compensatioo

o ã0 kVAr Compcuation

'1.00 2.00

tz
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Figure 3.3: Sr. Agathe voltage profile
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A simplified feeder model is required for analog and digital simulations to be

performed later. The simplified model is shown in Figure 3.4. All loads to the left of the

compensator are lumped together as one 197 kVA load. The feeder connected to bus 9 is

modelled by one transmission line segment and two loads. The 29 kVA load is the sum of

the loads at bus 4, 6 and 8 while the 45 kVA load remains unchanged. Characteristics such

as the voltage at the 45 kVA load and the voltage at the compensator remain approximately

the same when compared with the more complex model.

29 KVA

45 KVA

QV-3/13

(2.84 miles)

66 KV

197 kvA QV-2ACSR ;+€(i0 miles)

150 kvA
0.01 pf

Figure 3.42 Simplified feeder model

Three studies were performed on the simplified feeder model. The first was to

determine the transmission line losses as a function of the amount of compensation with

various load configurations. Load lines for various load conditions were derived next (see

Figure 3.12). Finally, the effect of having a more complex load between the compensator

and substation was examined.
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Figure 3.5 is a graph of transmission line losses (Table 3.5 contains a listing of actual

numerical values). Losses are at a minimum when the power factor of the load and compen-

sator approach unity. Once the power factor becomes leading, the losses start to increase.

Loss vs Compensalion Comparison

o Full load

o 74 kVA load off

À 197 kVA load ofl

0.00

I 0.05

c

0.03

-0.70 4.60 -0.50

Current (pcr unit)

-0.40 .0.20-0.30 0.00-1.20

Figure 3.5: Transmission line loss evaluation

There are several branch feeders between the compensator and the source which are

not represented in the simple system containing an additional 150 kVA of load. If all the

loads are included and assumed to be 0.8 pf lagging, the voltage ùop at the compensator

busbar drops by an additional 5Vo. More capacitance would be required to regulate the

voltage to 1.0 pu. However, if the loads are modified to be 0.95 pf lagging (as is probably

the case since most of the loads are electric heating), the voltages at the nodes corresponding

to the simplified feeder model are approximately the same with and without compensation.
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3.3 Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC)

The main components of a TSC are given in Figure 3.7. A reactor is included in

series with rhe capacitor and thyristor-diode switch to limit switching transients, to damp

inrush and outrush currents, to protect the thyristor-diode from large dVdt and to detune any

harmonic resonance that may occur between the compensator and the system. ON-OFF con-

trol of the thyristor-diode switch is used to control the number of capacitor banks which are

on and hence, the amount of shunt capacirive reactance.

The voltage at rhe compensator busbar (V,-) is determined by the intersection of the

sysrem load line and the particular comp€nsator cha¡acteristic (dashed line) as shown by the

operating points in Figure 3.6. Superposed on this figure is the control cha¡acteristic of the

compensator. The control characæristic indicates the amount of compensation current required

to regulate the system voltage for a particular load line.

operating
points ^

load
line

control compensaþr
characærisúccharacærisric

Figure 3.6: TSC compensator characteristic

A small positive slope (07o-2.5Vo) or droop is included in the control characteristic for

several reasons. The load line has a negative slope with magnitude depending on the snength
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of the system. If the load line is relatively flat and the compensator has a slope of similiar

magnitude, a small change in the load line will cause a large jump in compensator current

resulting in an unstable operating point. Droop is used to alleviate this unstable situation. It

is anticipated that only one compensator will be required on an individual single phase

feeder. However, the droop characteristic can be modified to prevent the possibility of two

distant compensators from becoming unstable because of their effects on one another.

Finally, as was noted in the previous section, the nansmission line losses increase once the

power factor becomes leading. A small droop will help to reduce the increased losses which

develop as a result of voltage reguiation.

Now that the basic operating principle of a TSC has been explained, the remaining

two sections will describe component selection and control algorithms. Recommended reading

for further understanding of the material presented can be found in 127,281.

3.3.1 Component Design

From load flow studies done on the St. Agathe feeder, it was determined that a shunt

compensator of 250 kVAr will keep the voltages along the feeder within + 5 7o of nominal.

There are many possible combinations of capacitors that will provide the required compen-

sation. Some possibilities are:

l. 7 banks: 35.7 kVA¡ each

2. 3 banks: 35.7, 7I.4, 142.8 kVAr

3. 4 banks 16.7,33.4, 66.8, 133.6 kVAr

Most TSC installations use a number of capacitor banks of the same rating. In high

voltage applications, the number of shunt capacitor banks is limited to 3 or 4 13I,32)

because of the high cost of thyristor switches, whereas at distibution level voltages the

number of banks can exceed 12 [I7]. Due to space and cost, it is much more economical to

use fewer banks of different ratings. The table below illustrates the compensation gained

with an 8 step binary design.
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Table 3.1:

Compensation of I Step Compensator

Capacitor bank #
1_3 2 Comp. (kVAr)

0
0
rì

0
1
1
1-

1

0
n

1

1
0
U

1
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0.0
35.7
7\.4

107.1
1,42.8
178.5
2L4.2
2s0"0

If the transformer has a sufficiently high kVA rating, the compensation level of the 3

bank scheme can be doubled by the addition of one more capacitor. However, in order to

double the compensation of the first scheme 7 banks must be added.

The three bank scheme will be designed and studied in detail because it meets the

reactive power requirements and has approximately a IVo voltage change per step (from Eqn.

3.2 and load flow studies). If more dynamic range and finer voltage steps are required, a 4

or 5 bank capacitor may be designed following the same procedure.

The primary and secondary base values that will be used on the St. Agathe system

are summarized below:

Primary Base Values

S, = 250 kVAr

Vr = 7200 V

I' = 34.72 A

Z' = 207.36 Q

B' = 0.00482 S

Secondary Base Values

Sz = 250 kVAr

Vz=600V
Iz = 416.67 A

7o = 1.44 Q

Bz = 0.6944 S

Bank # (kVAr)

?tr 1
'tr .4
I42.8
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A one line diagram of the three bank TSC compensator is shown in Figure 3.7.

Vsus

B6

Isus

Transformer
Leakage

D DampingDle. Reactors

Bct

B'.3
B'¿

B'"1

Figure 3.72 TSC one line diagram

The transformer leakage is a variable that must be known accurately before proceed-

ing with the design. Typical values of leakage a¡e between lVo and 25Vo. The larger the

leakage the larger the secondary voltage, and therefore the reverse voltage blocking capability

of the thyristor must be higher. A leakage of 10Vo is assumed in the calculations which

follow.

Using the value of assumed leakage and a value of 1.0 pu for the total system

susceptance (B,",), the total shunt susceptance of the capacitor branches (8") can be calcu-

lated by using Equation 3.4. The resulting susceptance is 0.90909 per unit (pu).

8,,, = Br B" / (Bu + B")

B"=-B.u,Bu/(8,*-Bu)
(3.3)

(3.4)
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There are two possible ways of proceeding. One approach is to assume equal total

compensation (8,",) per step and the other is to assume equal capacitor bank (8") steps. The

susceptances are summarized in the following table.

Table 3.2:

Comp e nsator Susceptance Summary

(a)

Bsvs Bc
Eqn 3.4

Total
Comp.

0.00000
0.L4286
0.28512
0 .42858
0.57r44
0.7r_430
0.85716
1.00000

0.00000
0.1_4085
0 .2711 B

0.4r_095
0 .54054
0 .66667
0 .18941
0.90909

0.000
35 . 715
71_.430

107.145
r42.860
178 .575
2r4.290
250.000

Using the equal total compensation assumption (Table 3.2a) results in capacitor bank

steps which are unequal, and therefore there is no way of having a simple 3 bank switching

scheme. A much better approach is to assume equal capacitor bank steps. The control logic

will be simpler with the only drawback being the slight variance in the size of each compen-

sation step. (An effect that will be hardly perceptible as demonstrated by Fig. 2.1)

A damping reactor is required in each capacitor branch to protect the thyristor-diode

from excessive ¡ate of change of current (di/dÐ. On startup or after fault clea¡ing, an infinite

rate of change of current can be expected through the diode without any inductance in the

circuit. The reason being the capacitors are not charged and therefore appear as a short

circuit, initially, to the power supply. Some protection is offered against excessive di/dt by

the transformer leakage in this case. However, switching a capacitor bank can cause large

di/dt in adjacent capacitor branches rendering the protective influence of the transformer

leakage ineffective.

The minimum amount of inductance required to limit dildt to 100 A/ps when the

secondary voltage (V) is equal to 600 volts is found using Equation 3.5. An inductance of at

least 0.227o is required.

(b)

Bsvs
Eqn 3.3

Total
Comp.

0.00000
0. r_3r_58
0.26661
0.40540
0 .54'Ì 94
0 .69444
0.84507
1.00000

0.000
32.895
66 .668

101_.350
136.985
r-73.610
2II .268
2s0.000

0.00000
0.12987
0 .25914
0.38961
0.51948
0.64935
0 .11922
0.90909
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./2v=Ldi/dt (3.s)

The value of inductance should not be too large because as indicated earlier the

voltage magnification factor increases with increasing inductance, thereby, increasing the

required reverse blocking voltage capabilty of the thyristors. In addition, for transient free

switching, the thyristors must be gated when the supply voltage is at its peak and the

capacitor is precharged to this voltage multiplied by the voltage magnification factor L25,281.

A small value of inductance will reduce the capacitor precharge requirement.

The strategy used to keep the capacitor precharged to a specific voltage crest is to

employ a diode in antiparallel with the thyristor. Antiparallel or back-to-back thyristors are

available commercially as single packaged units. The gating pulse of one of the thyristors

simply has to be tied high in order for the device to emulate a diode. As well, antiparallel

thyristor-diodes are now commercially available.

Switching a capacitor with series inductance will result in transient currents composed

of fundamental and natural frequencies. The amplitude of the fundamental component is

given by Equation 3.6 1251.

i=VBc
n'- I

where; B"=(ùC, n= 

^[T,
The term n2/(n2-1) is a magnification factor (VMF) due to

L-C circuit. Capacitor voltage is equal to the magnification factor

voltage (3.7).

(3.6)

(3.7)

the series tuning of the

multiplied by the peak

(3.8)
2

V"=ìx"= Î*-= Îffw')
n"- 1

The largest voltage across the capacitors occurs when all of the capacitor banks a¡e

switched in. The strategy used in this study is to limit the VMF in this case to 1.125 or in

other words the capacitor must be pre-charged 12.57o larger than the primary voltage for

transient free switching. Table 3.3 summarizes the effects of various values of natural

frequency (n) on the magnif,rcation factor and total series inductance ( transformer leakage

and parallel combination of damping reactors). It should be noted that Table 3.3 is only to
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be used for the case of full capacitance (all banks switched in). As each capacitor bank is

switched off, the amount of capacitance is reduced, hence the per unit natural frequency of

the total current increases thereby decreasing the voltage magnification factor. Figure 3.8 (b)

sewes to illustate.

In order to limit the VMF to 1.125, the total series inductance must be limited to

L2.5Vo (Table 3.3). Given a transformer with l)Vo leakage will result in the parallel combina-

rion of damping reactors being equal to 2.5Vo. By setting Xl equal to this value, the per unit

natural frequency of current in each branch is calculated to be 6.7 (Eqn. 3.6).

Table 3.3:

Summary of Resonant Frequency Variation
on Voltage Magnification Factor and Total Inductance

The remaining components may be designed using equations 3.9 to 3.12. A summary

of the component values is contained in Table 3.4.

B.' = [(n, - l)/nz] B.

C=Br*.8"'/w

8,. = -n2 B"'

L=1/(wB,"Bro*")

where: n = 6.7
w = 376.99 rad,/second

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.1 1)

(3.t2)

XIc6
Eqn 3. B

2

q

1
9

1.33333
1.12500
r .0 4L66
1.02080
1.01250

33.333
12.s00
4.160
2.080
r.250
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Table 3.4:

Summary of Component Values

Bank
#

Bc (pu)
Tab 3.2b

gc, (pu)
Eqn 3.9

C (uF)
Eqn 3.1-0

Blc (pu)
Eqn 3.11

L (mH)
Eqn 3.I2

1_

2
3

n

tl

0

12981
259'7 4
5r_948

0
0
0

L2698
2539'7
s07 94

233.893
461 .186
935.512

-5.1L43
-Lr .428
-22.857

0
0
0

668s0
33425
L67 12

Using the values calculated in Table 3.4, a harmonic analysis was performed as a

check for accuracy. The compensator was designed so that the lowest tuned frequency seen

by the system would be the third with all capacitor banks switched in. In order to achieve

this, each capacitor bank was tuned to the normalized frequency of 6.7. Figure 3.8(a) clearly

shows that each bank is tuned to the correct frequency. Resonance at the third harmonic with

all capacitor banks switched in is verified in Figure 3.8(b). The resonant frequency increases

to approximately the fifth as the number of banks is reduced to one.

The rating of the thyristor-diode switch shown in Figure 3.7 may be determined next.

By examining the theoretical waveforms of voltage and current drawn in Figure 3.9, with the

thyristor blocking and conducting, the device ratings may be found. At time t,, the thyristor

Q, (chosen from Fig. 3.7 as an example) turns off because the current has become negative.

Due to the orientation of the thyristor-diode switch, the diode allows current to conduct in

the negative direction. Finally, at time t2, the diode becomes reverse biased and the switch is

open. The current (I,",) may or may not be reduced to zero depending on the conducting

state of the other two capacitor branches. However, the current definitely ceases to conduct

through branch 3. At this time the capacitor is charged to the RMS value of -I.I25 pu. The

thyristor-diode must be able to block the difference between the secondary voltage and

capacitor voltage which can be as high as [(1.1+1.125)*{2 pu] or 1888 volts. If all of the

banks are blocking, as is the case in Figure 3.9, then the secondary voltage is equal to the

primary voltage (in pu values) and the required blocking ability is reduced to 1800 volts.

The capacitor voltage decays according to the RC time constant of the circuit. Once the

capacitor voltage decays slightly below the secondary voltage, the diode will conduct to keep

the capacitor precharged.
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Assuming the system voltage is 1.0 pu and all of the thyristor-diode switches are

blocking, the thyristor must be capable of blocking 3 pu (2.125*^lÐ or 1800 volts as indi-

cated in Figure 3.9. 
^ 

safety margin of 0.5 pu will be added to insure voltage blocking

capability in case of system overvoltage or capacitor overcharging. Therefore, the peak

repetitive voltage rating for each thyristor switch is 2100 Volts.

Each shunt branch carries a different portion of the total system current. Three

different thyristor switches can be designed based on different curent ratings, however

designing only one thyristor switch having maximum current rating is advantageous. Some

advantages are that fewer spare parts need to be stocked and there is less chance of failure

due to errors in manufacturing (i.e. the wrong capacitor bank-switch matchup). The current

rating of each thyristor switch is 0.51948 pu plus l5%o for safety or 250 Amps. More

detailed design specif,rcations as well as an economic evaiuation are included in the CEA

Froject 247-D-681 final report.

Figure 3,92 Theoretical current and voltage
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3.3.2 Convol Algorithm

There are two basic control srrategies which may be used in the design of a compen-

sation device for a power system. The strategies are a closed loop or feedback type and an

open loop or feedforward type.

A feedforward scheme is mainly used in 3 phase load compensation. The required

individual phase currents are calculated directly and the appropriate shunt reactance added.

For balancing loads which vary rapidly and asymmetrically such as arc furnaces, a fast

feedforward scheme is the only practical solution [34].

Feedback schemes are typically used to regulate terminal voltage. The voltage is

measured and compared with a reference. The resulting error is reduced to a minimum by

adding or reducing the shunt reactance. A feedback scheme is very accurate and not suscep-

tible to changes in system or control elements. Figure 3.10 shows a block diagram compar-

ing the feedforwa¡d and feedback control schemes.

FEEDFORWARD

G: plant

C: compensator (operating

on input signal)

FEEDBACK

G:plant

D: compensator (operatin g

on error signa-l)

Figure 3.L02 Feedback and feedforward comparison
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The main purpose of the compensation device being described in this report is to

replace the currently used step voltage regulators, autoboosters and switched capacitors. A

significant voltage variation is allowed by these devices due to the time delay between

voltage sensing and control action. Typical time delays are between 30 and 90 seconds for a

step voltage regulator and between 15 and 120 seconds for a switched -capacitor. Under

normal system conditions our compensator should regulate the system voltage to some

predetermined reference level. A feedback conrol system is perfectly adequate in this case.

However, under certain system conditions such as machine starting or arc welding the

addition of a faster feedforward scheme may be required to be added to reduce voltage

flicker.

A simple model of the power system is needed in order to test the control algorithm

and associated parameters. The power system is represented by a source voltage (E) in series

with an equivalent system reactance (X") as shown in Figure 3.11.

system

Figure 3.llz Equivalent model of system

A load flow program was developed (Appendix A) and may be used to determine E

and X" for various load conditions. With reference to the Simplified Feeder Model reproduc-

ed in Figure 3.I2, the three load conditions a¡e:

1. Full Load
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2. Switch 3 Open (74 kVA load off)

3. Switch 4 Open (197 kVA Load ofÐ

r
I

150 kVAr lRoru,ro t

I

I

t- lS,nruuo
Load Equivalent

Figure 3.12: Simplífied feeder model

Steady state voltage on the busbar (V,",), compensator current (I,",), and total system

losses are recorded for each capacitor bank being switched into the system during each load

condition. Table 3.5 summarizes the results. The equivalent system voltage and reactance (in

pu) found for each load condition are:

1.

)

Ĵ.

Fullload: E=0.924367

74 Kva off: E = 0.951401

197 Kva off: E = 1.005587

X" = 0.07897

X" = 0.08196

X" = 0.08782

Each load line, as well as the compensator characteristic, is graphed in Figure 3.13. It

is instructive to examine this diagram carefully. For example, say we are operating with 197

kVA load off (condition 3) and suddenly the load is switched on. One can observe from the

diagram that the initial voltage is 1.0 pu and will immediately dip to 0.925 pu since the

compensator current is zero. The connols will take effect and gradually switch on 7 banks of

capacitors bringing the voltage back up to 1.0 pu.
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Load FIow Analysis on Simplified Feeder
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Figure 3.13: Compensator characteristic
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A simple feedback contol scheme is shown in block diagram form in Figure 3.14.

Proportional Integral (PI) control was chosen to convert the voltage error signal into compen-

sator current (L,,). A desirable feature of PI control is the ability to reduce the steady state

error to zero. The discrete capacitor switching events are not included in the simple model.

TUTSIM 1421, a control system modelling program, was used to test the operation of

the system. Using a droop of O.|Vo, proportional and integral gains of 4 and 400 respectively

(found by trial and error), and a system reactance of 0.0819, a disturbance (õE) was applied

to the system. The disturbance is attempting to m-odei a motor starting. A 5Vo dip in voltage

lasting for 0.5 seconds occurs at the instant time is equal to 2.0 seconds. System voltage

(V,", or channel 1) and compensator current (I,,, or channel 2) following the disturbance are

shown in Figure 3.15. The voltage returns to the reference setting as expected.

system equivaient

AE

I ,.t. = rru. Vsvs

proportional-integral control

Figure 3.14: Control block diagram of simple system

Now that the concept has been shown to work, a more detailed model needs to be

described that more accurately represents the real system. Specifically, the following points

will be discussed: measurement, control and protection.

The quantities that need to be measured a¡e the system voltage (V,",) and system

curent (I,",). If the transformer leakage roactance and the impedance of each branch of shunt
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reactance are known accurately, only the secondary voltage (V*^) will need to be measured.

Using Kirchoff's curent law, equation 3.13 may be derived.

V,", = (1 + Br/Bu) Vr.., (3.13)
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Figure 3.15: TUTSIM simulation of sitnple control system
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The advantage of only measuring the secondary voltage is the reduction in total cost.

Primary voltage and curent could be measured at the expense of adding instrument frans-

formers and analog-to-digital converters.

Since a TSC's control characteristic is discontinuous or stepwise, it is very likely the

system load line will iie between two possible operating points. The control system as

described earlier will switch back and forth between capacitor banks or hunt around the

operaring point possibly creating a voltage flicker problem. One solution is to add a dead-

zone. The worst case condition exists if the load line lies exactly in the middle of two

operating points. The error will remain constant at 0.5Vo while switching back and forth

between capacitor banks. In order to alleviate the problem of hunting, the deadzone should

be set to a value between 0.5Vo and LVo. If the error is within the preset limit (0.87o for

example), a zero is sent to the PI controller. The capacitor banks which are curently on will

be locked on until the error exceeds the set threshold.

The output of the PI controller is the desired total susceptance (8,",). Desired capacit-

ance must be calculated using the value of transformer leakage, after which the desired

capacitance is discretized and the number of capacitor banks determined. From the number

of capacitor banks (0-7), it is quite easy to come up with a binary signal which may be used

to lue the thyristors.

The control algorithm must be able to react accordingly to conditions of severe under-

and overvoltage. If the system voltage exceeds the reference setting, the compensator will

shut itself off (0.0 kVAr compensation) through control action. However, if a low impedance

line-to-ground fault occurs somewhere between the compensator and the substation, an

undervoltage condition will exist. Upon clearing of the fault, the compensator will have all

of its banks switched on and a large overvoltage will result. The reason being the voltage

error signal is large (1 pu). A solution to this problem is to monitor the secondary voltage

before a firing order is given. If the voltage falls below 0.7 pu, a fault must have occurred.

All banks will be switched off and remain off for 2 cycles following the fault clearing. In

order for the current to ramp up slowly, the integrator must be zeroed or cleared and the

error signal must be set to zero.

A conceptual design of the controller that more closely represents the real system is

displayed in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Conceptual block diagram of real system

Additional control signals have been proposed and adopted in the f,reld for a number

of purposes including:

1. Control instability detection

2. Reactive power control and co-ordination

3. Power oscillation damping

4. Subsynchronous resonance damping

The last two control problems are applicable to large installations (hundreds of MVAr) only,

however, the flrst two problems deserve further explanation. If the distribution system is

subject to frequent and wide variations in system impedance, the preset proportional and

integral gains may lead to unwanted control oscillations 127). In this case a detection circuit
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may be added which will automatically adjust the gains until the compensator is stable. Field '

measurements on the real system would have to be performed to determine whether or not

this feature is required.

Our compensator is designed to replace the step voltage regulators, autoboosters and

mechanically switched capacitors currently in use. Due to the speed of response and prevail-

ing system conditions, our compensator can operate at the extremes of its compensation

range. In such a case, the compensator is not capable of correcting small or large disrurban-

ces in voltage. A slow acting VAr control loop can be incorporated to bring the compensator

ro a ser reference VAr ouçut t30l (middle of the control characteristic, for example). The

resulting change in voltage can be corrected for by slower devices still in use on the feeder.

Voltage reference
modification loop

r
I

- iv'.::* 31'i:l"L
AE

Vr.,r,

V2r ,

tl
I

I

t_
direct calculation

Vr'*r, (modihed by drooP) *,

Figure 3.L72 Block diagram of "direct calculation" control algorithm
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An alternative to proportional-integral control that wili be better able to compensate

for voltage flicker is shown in Figure 3.18. The nerv "direct calculation" method is similiar

in structure to the PI controller in Figure 3.16 except for the direct calculation block and

extra feedback loop for reference voltage modification. From load flow studies, it was

determined that each capacitor bank step will produce approximately a lVo voltage change.

Therefore, a voltage deviation of up to 7Vo can be corrected directiy in two cycles as

compared wirh 4 to 10 cycles with PI control. Also, if flicker is occurring outside of the

compensator's normal regulation range, the reference voltage can be automatically raised or

lowered to correct for flicker, as an alternative to reactive power co-ordination. Once the

flicker condition no longer exists, the reference voltage will return to the preset value.

3.4 Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)

A voltage source inverter consists of a transformer, filters, a dc-ac force commutated

inverter and a capacitor (see Fig. 3.18). The operating principle of a VSI is significantly

different from the thyristor switched capacitor described in Section 3.3. The output voltage

from the inverter is kept in phase with the system voltage. By varying the magnitude of the

inverter voltage, a leading or lagging cunent flows through the leakage reactance of the

transformer. In other words, the VSI can be made to absorb or supply VArs in a manner

conceptually similar to that of a synchronous condensor.

Continuous control of the system voltage can be achieved by using a VSI at the

expense of producing harmonics (harmonics will be fully described in the next section

covering component selection). Figure 3.19 contains the control characteristic of a VSI. The

operating point is determined by the intersection of the system load line with the particular

constant current cha¡acteristic of the compensator. Current is continuously variable even

though only a discrete number of constant current lines are shown. Constant current is

maintained by keeping a constant voltage difference between the inverter oufput voltage and

the system voltage.

For system voltages below that of the per unit leakage reactance of the transformer,

the compensator can no longer generate maximum current. The current falls in proportion to

the voltage with a slope equal to the transformer leakage. The abiliry to support the voltage

during conditions of severe undervoltage is much better when using a VSI as opposed to a

TSC (compare Fig. 3.19 with Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.18: Equivalent círcuit of single phase VSI

Recommended reading for further understanding of the basic characteristics of a VSI

can be found ín 120,2I,271. In the next two sections, component design and conffol al-

gorithms for the voltage source inverter will be discussed.

3.4.1 Component Design

The major components of a single phase voltage source inverter a¡e included in

Figure 3.18.

In order for comparisons to be made between the TSC and VSI, base values, compen-

sation requirements and transforrner rating will be made to be identical. A 250 kVAr

capacitive compensator is required on the St. Agathe feeder. A VSI provides both capacitive

and inductive compensation, therefore, the compensator must be biased by 125 kVAr of

shunt capacitors. The capacitors will contain enough series inductance to eliminate the

appropriate harmonics. 
^ 

+I25 kVAr voltage source inverter will then provide the remaining

VAr requirement.
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Figure 3.19: VSI compensator characteristtc

The flust component that needs to be designed is the dc capacitor. A method used to

choose the proper value of capacitance is to find a value which will limit the peak ripple to

l)Vo of the dc voltage at maximum leading output current [20]. Using Equations 3.I4 and

3.15 (with the knowledge that I is 0.5 pu, V is equal to 0.1/",12 and two pulses or steps of

voltage occur per cycle), a 6513 ¡rF capacitor will be required to limit the voltage ripple.

Increasing the pulse number reduces the size of capacitor needed, however, special trans-

formers are needed to take advantage of this fact in single phase applications. The cost of

additional inverter bridges and special transformer outweigh the benefit of reduced filter

requirements and smaller dc capacitor.

Z (pu) = VÃ

C=11(wZ7*,")
where w = l20n x pulse number

(3.14)

(3.15)

load line

cont¡ol

rll
tll
tll
rtl

ttt
ltt
ltt
ltt
ttt

I r,r,
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The basic opsrating principle of a VSI, as descibed in the introduction of Section 3.4,

is to keep the inverter output voltage in phase with the system voltage and to control the

reactive power required by controlling the inverter output voltage. The inverter oufput voltage

can be controlled by having a fixed dc supply and employing the technique of pulse width

modulation (PWM) to control the amplitude of the fundamental component [37]. Harmonic

content changes depending on the particular method of PWM chosen. The technique of

voltage control used in this study is dc voltage control. By adjusting the phase angle bet-

ween the system voltage and inverter voltage, a small component of real power will flow

into or out of the capacitor, increasing or decreasing the energy stored, thus adjusting the

voltage magnitude. A fixed amount of harmonics will be produced at all voltages using this

technique of voltage control. PWM could be used to reduce the level of harmonics rather

than to control the voltage. However, a large number of commutations per cycle are required

which increase the losses and reduce the magnirude of the fundamental component. For these

reasons, PWM will not be used on the single phase VSI.

Figure 3.20 shows the theoretical output voltage and gate pulses.

i gz,i g+

Figure 3.202 VSI output voltage and gate pulses
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The output voltage harmonics can be calculated using Equation 3.16.

vo= i ß,, sin(n coo t)
n=1

where:

ß^=l 
Í,tv"sin(n 

t) dt ,o=T

=4v" 
T=Zn

nft

therefore:

4v '4t)*sirl(5Ð+"')Vo=,,j {sin(t)+: , 5

(3.16)

The voltage is composed of all odd harmonics. Harmonics up to the eleventh should be

eliminated by filters. A challenging problem is to design a filter which will eliminate the

harmonics and also provide 125 kVAr of reactive power. Schemes that could be studied

inciude:

1. A low pass f,rlter on the secondary

2. Tuned filters on the secondary

3. Tuned filters on the prima¡y

The third filtering scheme will be used in this thesis. Ideally, only an inductive reactance

should be connected between the inverter oufput voltage and system voltage. An additional

phase shift wili be created by any filters connected to the secondary. The reactive power

suppiied to the system can be controlled more easily if the filters are connected directly to

the bus which is being controlled.

The 125 kVfu of shunt capacitors can be divided into 5 banks by using a small

series tuned inductor added to eliminate a particular harmonic. The filters can be designed

using the same equations given for the TSC. Table 3.6 summarizes the component values of

each filter.
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Table 3.6:

Summary of Fílter Component Values

n Bc, c (uF) BIc L (H)

3
5
1
9
11

0.08889
0.09600
0.09800
0.09877
0.09917

1

t_

1
1

1

1360
221 0
2530
2630
2680

-0. B0
-2 .40
-4.80
-8.00

-72 .00

0.6879
0.2293
0.1146
0.0688
0.0459

Now that the filter requirements have been determined, the valve ratings can be

found. Gate turn off (GTO) thyristors are being used, as opposed to conventional thyristors,

in order to eliminate additional commutation circuitry. The GTO's must be capable of

blocking a forward voltage equal to the dc voltage on the capacitor. The maximum RMS

secondary voltage is 600 V plus 20Vo for overvoltages or 720 volts. Therefore, the maximum

capacitor voltage required is 800 volts (from Eqn. 3.17)

4 YJn = Y, ^12 Q.l7)

The GTO's must be capable of blocking this amount (note: only unidirectional blocking

ability is required). The current rating should be 0.5 pu plus 15Vo or 250 amps since the

compensator is supplying only half the required VArs.

As mentioned briefly, the inverter output voltage is controlled by controlling the

phase angle difference betwÒen the system voltage and inverter voltage. The dc voltage on

the capacitor can then be modified by the small amount of real power which flows into or

out of the inverter. Figure 3.21 serves to illustrate the idea. The initial system voltage is 1.0

pu and the capacitor is charged to its nominal value. No real power is required to flow into

or out of the capacitor, therefore, the dc current is zero. At time t,, a load is switched on

causing the system voltage to dip. The dc voltage on the capacitor needs to be increased to

the conect value within four cycles to compensate for the dip in system voltage. By creating

a phase angle difference between the inverter and system voltages, an amount of power will

flow for a length of time supplying the required change in energy on the capacitor. The
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change in energy required can be found by using equation 3.19.

I=(V"-V")/X
E=ll2C(Yrt-V")
E=PAt
P = [V, V. sin(cr)] / X

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.2r)

time (sec.)

time (sec.)

time (sec.)

Figure 3.2L: VSI energy storage

As a first order approximation to the required phase angle difference, Equations 3.18-

3.2! can be used. The maximum capacitor voitage occurs when maximum leading cuûent is

required while the system voltage is controlled to 1.0 pu (neglecting overvoltage conditions).

Using Eqn. 3.18 and a l07o leakage reactance, the required capacitor voltage is 1.05 pu or

700 volts (nominal capacitor voltage is 666 volts from Eqn. 3.17). The required energy

needed to increase the capacitor voltage from 666 volts to 700 volts is 151.255 joules (Eqn.

3.19). A power flow of 2161 watts for 0.07 seconds (4 cycles) will provide the required
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energy. Using the familiar power nansfer equation for a transmission line @qn. 3.21) results

in a required phase angle difference of 0.05o. A phase angle of this magnitude cannot be

controlled realistically in a digital simulation program. A time step of 25 ¡ts or 0.5o is

normally used. It is possible to reduce the time step but this will result in longer simulation

times and possible numerical problems. The solution adopted for this study was to increase

the inductor and capacitor component values until a realistic phase difference of 5-10o was

achieved.

The first step is to determine the maximum inductance which can be placed in the

circuit. The GTO's must be capable of blocking a forward voltage equal to the capacitor

voltage. If a practical limit of 1000 volts is placed on the blocking capability then the

capacitor voltage must be limited to 1000 volts. The corresponding RMS value of the

fundamental component of the inverter output voltage is 900 volts. The maximum leakage,

assuming 1.0 pu system voltage and maximum leading current, is calcuiated to be 1.0 pu.

Let us assume the system voltage and inverter voltage are initially equal to 1.0 pu

and are in phase. If a 4Vo drop in voltage now occurs, the capacitor voltage will have to be

charged from nominal to maximum in 4 cycles.

A phase difference of 10o will cause 43400 watts of power to flow into the capacitor

(Eqn. 3.21 and X=1.0 pu). The change in energy stored in the capacitor will be 3038 joules

after 4 cycles. The corresponding capacitor will have to be 11000 pF to experience the

required voltage change.

It will actually take longer than 4 cycles to charge the capacitor due to the control

system. As the capacitor begins to charge, the system voltage increases due to the reactive

power now flowing into the system. The eror between V,", and V* is decreasing, hence, the

phase angle difference is decreasing and the capacitor is, therefore, charging more siowly. A

solution is to decrease the capacitor size (by one half), thereby decreasing the charging time,

while controlling the phase angle within the original limits of *10o.

In summary, a minimum size capacitor of 6513 pF is required to keep the voltage

ripple to a minimum, however, the size is reduced to 5500 ¡rF in order to achieve realistic

phase angle differences. In addition, 3.438 mH (0.9 pu) of inductance is added in series with

the 10Vo transformer leakage, also for the purpose of achieving realistic phase angles.
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3.4.2 Contol Algorithm

Over the past ten years, a lot of interest has been shown in the applications of force-

commutated reactive power compensators (VSÐ L20,2I,22,231. Sumi and Yano et al [21]

describe a 36 pulse, 20 MVAI compensator installed at Kitaosaka substation in Osaka, Japan.

The feedback method of control is used in this installation to conveft the error between VAr

reference and actual VAr output to desired phase angle. VAr reference is changed according

to the daily cyclic load demand. Walker [23] describes a 3 phase, 12 pulse cuffent source in-

verter. The compensator is rated +2.5 MVAr and is biased with 2.5 MVAr of capacitors. A

feedforward control scheme is used to calculate the desired firing angle for a specific VAr

demand. This method of control is suitable for compensating balanced cyclic loads such as

motors. Cox and Mirbod l22l descnbe a voltage source invefter composed of 3 individual

single phase bridges. Gate turn off (GTO) thyristors are used in this design to eliminate the

commutation circuitry required with thyristors. Each bridge is controlled independently in

order to supply the unbaianced reactive current requirements of an arc furnace. Edwa¡ds and

Nannery [20] also use GTO technology in their 3 phase, +1 MVAr voltage source inverter.

Their compensator was installed at Orange and Rockland Utilities in Spring Valley, New

York in 1986 and was manufactured with the help of Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

Details on the control algorithm are not provided in this paper but it appears the compen-

sator is being used as a voltage regulator.

With the exception of the last device, all of the compensators described above have

been used for load compensation as opposed to voltage regulation. A suitable control

algorithm will be developed in this section which will be able to control the voltage as well

as or better than that designed for the thyristor switched capacitor.

A feedback control scheme was chosen for the VSI for the sarne reasons given in

Section 3.3 for the TSC. PI control, however, wiil not be used. The required phase dif-

ference is only needed as long as a voltage error signal exists. If the phase difference is kept

fixed, the capacitor will either continue to charge without limit or discharge to zero. There-

fore, proportional control, with the ability to set the phase angle to zero once the capacitor

voltage or compensator current criteria a¡e exceeded, will be used.

A conceptual block diagram of the VSI's control system is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Tdelay
(sec.)

conditional
multipliers

^L/\V*+
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vo(Pu)

333 1000

Figure 3.222 VSI control block diagram

A deadzone of *36 volts (flSVo) is included to prevent constant charging and

discharging of the capacitor while the system voltage is nea¡ the reference setting. The

voltage error signal is limited to 1288 volts (!4Vo) corresponding to the voltage change

expected from t125 kVAr compensation (as determined by load flow). Firing angie delay or

phase angle difference is found by multiplying the voltage error by the factor Kp. Maximum

voitage error corresponds to 10o or 0.000463 seconds, therefore Kp is set to 1.608x10-6.

Charging or discharging the capacitor is stopped as soon as either the limits of the capacitor

voltage or the compensator current are exceeded.

An algorithm for prevention of overvoltages after fault clearing will not be studied in

this thesis.
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3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, after the reactive power requirements of the St. Agathe feeder were

determined, the appropriate component values and connol algorithms for a TSC and VSI

were designed. From this chapter, a number of conclusions can be made:

1. 250 kVAr of capacitive shunt compensation is required to regulate the voltage

on the St. Agathe feeder.

2. A TSC employing binary switching has advantages over fixed size capacitor

bank switching in terms of size and cost.

3. Voltage regulation can be accorriplished by means of feedback control.

4. PI control will be used to determine desired shunt susceptance in a TSC,

however, the new "di¡ect calculation" method may be quicker and, therefore,

better able to correct for flicker.

5. Out of range compensation can be achieved by voltage reference modification

instead of reactive power co-ordination.

6. Proportional control, with appropriate delay angle modification once limits of

capacitor voltage and compensator current a¡e reached, will be used on the

VSI.

7. Due to the amount of harmonics produced in a single phase VSI, filters a¡e

required. Therefore, little advantage is realized in terms of component sizes,

when comparing a VSI with a TSC.

The next chapter will test the designs digitally using EMTDC with the most techni-

cally suitable choice being further tested on an analog simulator.
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Chapter 4

Design Testing

4.1 DIGITAL SIMULATION

The compensators a¡e simulated digitally using an electromagnetic transient progmm,

EMTDC [41], developed at Manitoba Hydro by D. Woodford. EMTDC has many advantages

over other transient programs. The ability to subdivide a system into smaller subsystems

decreases the computational time due to the fact that smaller matrices are inverted. Also,

there are many models of systems in the form of subroutines which may be interfaced

together to simulate a more complex system.

As part of the chapter on design testing, this section wili test the operation of each

compensator digitally. Digital modelling of the St. Agathe feeder is presented. Several

methods of single phase RMS voltage measurement techniques are evaluated next, followed

by the development of detailed compensator models. Finally, simulation results are presented

including startup, transient reaction to load variations and fault recovery.

4.1.1 Description of Test System

The St. Agathe feeder was chosen to be modelled. Extensive load flow tests were

done in Section 3.2 and it was found that a simplified model of the feeder could be used to

model the voltage variation on the compensator bus. Since it is computationally more

efficient to use a system with fewer nodes and our objective is to verify compensator

operation, the simplified feeder model will be used in EMTDC simulations. The transformer

at the substation will be modelled by its leakage reactance. Added to the model will be two

small resistances to represent a normally closed switch and a large resistance to ground at

node 9 to be used in simulating line to gtound faults. The complete model, which is referred
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to as subsystem 1 when placed in EMTDC's Data file, is shown in Figure 4.1.

subsøtion
29 KVA

?

l

45 kVA

197 kVA load

fault
resistance

Figure 4.L: EMTDC model of St. Agathe feeder

Component values are given in the program listing of Appendix B. All values are in per

unit. Inductances are entsred in per unit henries and capacitance in per unit microfa¡ads.

4.1.2 Single Phase Voltage Measurement

In order to control bus voitage quickly, a fast and accurate RMS voltage measurement

technique must be used. Four measurement techniques were evaluated:

1. EMTDC subroutine RMS3

2. Peak Detection

3. HaH cycle integration (V2RMS)

4. EMTDC subroutine VRMSl0

Each technique will be described in turn followed by simulations. The best method will then

be selected.
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The method used in subroutine RMS3 is outlined below.

(sampled
voltage)

(RMS
voltage)

2

Y(s):Xtil.i:v 1+sT
a'

X =v* 9.ry"dt
22dvX-=V-+V.--i.T

d.t

2 z d.v2Tx =y * É.,
z T dvz.

(tor y ..7-dr ) (4.1)

Figure 4.2: RMS3 algorithm

If the time constant T is very large, the ouçut will be the RMS voltage but will

approach the true value very slowly. As T decreases in size response time increases but a

large 2nd harmonic component is superposed on the RMS voltage. Filters, which further

decrease the response time, are required to remove the 2nd harmonic.

Peak detection is used to find the RMS voltage in the second method. During the

positive half of the voltage waveform, the voltage is sampled to frnd the absolute peak. The

RMS voltage is calculated by d.ividing the absolute peak voltage Ay .lZ. This value is held

constant for one cycle until the next positive peak voltage is found. Detection only takes

place during the positive half of the waveform since the thyristors are gated during the

negative half in our TSC compensator. A transient overvoltage might occur which would

cause an elror in peak detection and a corresponding error in RMS voltage. Errors could also

arise due to noise, harmonics or voltage spikes due to breaker switching and. faults. Due to
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the large number of error sources, the method of peak detection will be eliminated from

further evaluation.

The next method is entitled half cycle integration. The positive half voltage is

sampled, squared and numerically integrated using the rectangula¡ method of integation. More

sophisticated methods such as trapazoidal integration or Simpson's rule could be substituted

for rectangular integration. However, a small sampling period (25 ps) is being used in the

simulations, therefore, very little error is introduced by a simpler method of integration. RMS

voltage is calculated by dividing by the period and taking the square root. As with peak

detection, the RMS voltage is held constant for one cycle until the positive half voltage can

be integated again.

Finally, EMTDC's subroutine VRMS10 can be described. The basic idea behind this

method lies in the following picture and equation.

v2
vr

I vt. sin( o:t; ) where: @tt-2nf.At1 (4.2)

=î
) sin
i

)
i orti )

Figure 4.3: VRMSL) description

The peak voltage can be estimated by the first term in Equation 4.2. The sampled

voltage (V,) is multiplied by the sine of the angle from the zero crossing and divided by

sine squared. As more and more teûns get added, the estimate of peak voltage becomes
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more accurate. RMS voltage is updated every sample instant by dividing the most recent

peak voltage estimate by {2. After each zero crossing, the sum in the numerator and

denominator are cieared to prevent the numbers from becoming too large. Some smoothing

of the voltage is required around the zero crossings to prevent inaccurate zero crossing

detection.

Each method, other than peak detection, was tested by simulating a ramping load and

measuring the resulting compensator current. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. Subroutine

RMS3 has a very poor response. The settling time is very long (0.1 seconds). The other two

methods have similiar responses. Subroutine VRMSl0 has the disadvantage of having a large

t20 Hz ripple superposed on the RMS value. Since the method of integration has the best

response, it will be used exclusively in the digital model.

RMS Test

o V2RMS

o CRMSIO

A RM53

Ðp4lu ltss

o
Ê.

0.00

0.00

Figure 4.4: Single phase RMS evaluation

4.1.3 Compensator Modelling

There are no subroutines available in EMTDC which model a single phase TSC or
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VSI. Subroutines are developed in this section by making use of the components designed in

Chapter 3 as well as the control algorithm.

4.1.3.1 TSC Modelling

A model of a back-to-back thyristor-diode switch is required before the complete TSC

is simulated. A simple circuit was used to develop the model. Figure 4.5 is a representation

of the components of this simple circuit.

0.1 pu 0.025 pu

Figure 4.52 Simple model

The transformer leakage, inductance and capacitance developed in Chapter 3 are used

in the model. The thyristor-diode is represented by a resistance. A large resistance indicates

the thyristor is blocking while a small resistance indicates conduction. The resistance can be

changed dynamically in a user written subroutine according to system conditions. The

algorithm for changing the resistance value will be developed later in this section.

A large resistance (0.37 pu) is added to damp current transients and also to model

resistance that would occur in the real system. The time constant of a current transient is

given by:

L
.r' _
I-

R

0.0002653 + 0.0000663
= 0.000896 sec.

0.37

realistic amount of

(4.2)

Transients will die out in approximately 10*T seconds or L/2 a cycle. A
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resistance corresponds to the amount contained in the inductors. A Q-factor or XIR ratio of

at least 40 is specified for most inductors. The inrush current decay time constant is another

indicator of proper resistance values. Typical curent decay time constants vary from 0.5 -

2.0 seconds. A more realistic value of resistance is therefore 0.003125 pu. Current transients

will die out in 0.5 seconds. The larger resistance value will be used in the simulations in

order to reduce the simulation time required to reach steady state conditions.

Proper values of snubber resistance and capacitance need to be calculated next. With

the thyristor blocking, dvldt should be limited to less than 250 V/ps. The upper limit of

snubber resistance is found using Equation 4.3.

RJL < 250 V/ps

R, < (0.41667 pu/ps * 596.6 pH)

R" < 248.71 pu

The voltage across the capacitor (1.125 pu) should remain constant for 1 second in order to

minimize the number of times the diode must conduct to keep the capacitor charged. The

lower limit of thyristor resistance is therefore:

5T=5R"C>1.0
& > 1.0 / (5 * 2357.79 ttF)

\ > 84.825 pu

(4.4)

A snubber resistance of 150 is chosen which satisfies both conditions.

The impedance of the snubber capacitor should be greater than 1000 pu in order to

limit the current flowing through the snubber while the thyristor and diode are blocking.

Acceptable values of capacitance are:

t.0 / (w C,) > i000.0 (4.s)

c, < 1.0 / (1000.0 * 377.0)

C" < 2.7 ¡tF
A I pF snubber capacitor was chosen.

An additional constraint placed by EMTDC is that the RC time constant should not

be less than the calculation step to prevent numerical instability. A calculation step of 25 ps

will be used in the simulations. The RC time constant of the snubber is 150 ps and there-

fore will not cause an instability problem.

The algorithm used to model a thyristor-diode switch is outlined in the flowcha¡t of

Figure 4.7. T\e previous state of the thyristor is determined first. If the thyristor was off, it

(4.3)
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may only be turned on if the voltage is at its negative peak and a firing pulse is detected.

The thyristor may be turned off as soon as the current is negative. However, the diode

allows conduction in the negative direction. The branch resistance will not be made large,

therefore, until the diode is reverse biased. The branch resistance is held constant for 3 to 5

calculation steps to prevent numerical instability due to frequent switching. Numerical

instability can occur for a number of reasons in electromagnetic transient programs. For

instance, voltage chatter can develop at a node which has only large resistors or inductors

connected to it. The chatter can be made worse by having diodes turned off and on at every

calculation step. The number of calculation steps can also be related to the turn off time of

a thyristor which is approximately 40 ps. Therefore, the branch conductance should remain

constanr for at least 2 calculation steps (each is 25 ¡ts) to realistically model the turn off

time with an additional 1 to 3 steps being added if numerical problems result.

Figure 4.6 shows the voltage and current waveforms with the thyristor blocking and

conducting. The waveforms agree with what was theoretically predicted in Section 3.3.

Simple thyristor-diode model

o sysrd voltage

o TSCænr

A øpacitor voluge

thyrÈorvolugc

-3.1 0

0.00

ffi

'a
= -0.00
o
Þr

-1.03

0.06 0.08 0.09

lime

Figure 4.6: Thyrístor-diode model results
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current & recall
previous thyristor
state

Rthy = ft6¡¡

save (Rthy)

I<-10 A

(diode reverse

biased)

Figure 4.7: Flowchart of thyristor-diode algorithm
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Since the thyristor-diode model is working, the next step will be to simulate all three

capacitor banks, single phase transformer and appropriate controls. The thyristor switched

capacitor compensator is also to be interfaced to the St. Agathe feeder model. The circuit

diagram of the compensator is shown in Figure 4.8.

14

13

Figure 4.8: Complete TSC model
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The algorithm of the complete thyristor switched capacitor is shown in block diagram

form in Figure 4.9. The primary voltage is converted to a square wave for timing purposes.

Counters are used to prevent inaccurate zero crossings. For example, during a fault the

concept of a zero crossing does not exist, however, by employing counters, the positive and

negative voltage half routines will still be executed. Digital simulations require proper timing

during faults to get an accurate representation of RMS voltages.

During the positive half of the system voltage, the voltage is sampled at every time

step, squared and added to itself. Several calculations are performed once during the negative

half. First, the secondary RMS voltage is caiculated by dividing by the number of samples

and taking the square root. Secondly, the system voltage is then calculated by making use

w,ave for timing

sample voitage
every úme step
square it and

add

calculate
RMS voltage

convert # of
banks to bin.

Figure 4.9: TSC subroutine algoríthm
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of Equation 3.13. The control systems described in Section 3.3.2 are implemented digitally.

Conversion of the desired number of capacitor banks to a binary signal takes place next fol-

Iowed by a check of the measured voltage for protection purposes. If the voltage is below

0.7 pu, the binary signal is changed to 0 (no banks on) and a 2 cycle timer is initiated once

the fault has cleared. Finally, a call is made during each time step to the thyristor-diode

subroutine. The thyristor-diode subroutine described earlier models one branch, therefore,

three subroutine calls are made in order to control the three thyristor-diode switches. Only

one call statement needs to be added and a slight modification to the data file needs to be

made for each additional capacitor bank. Section 4.1.4 contains results from digital simula-

tions of the TSC model.

4.1.3.2 VSI Modelling

A prototype power system simulator developed by Mr. T.L. Maguire, of the Depart-

ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Manitoba, has been used to

model a single phase voltage source inverter. Switching devices such as diodes, thyristors

and GTO's are represented in a novel manner that allows the user to simply connect the

devices where required without having to worry about circuit level logic. An example of

circuit level logic that had to be written for EMTDC is the thyristor-diode switching

algorithm for a TSC which is shown in the flowchart of Figure 4.7. Tt,e prototype simulator

has the advantage over EMTDC in this case, since the user only has to supply the desired

turn on times rather than provide the complete switching logic. Another advantage the

prototype simulator has is that numerical oscillations resulting from capacitive loops and

inductive nodes are eliminated. Information on the program, as well as simulation results

from a low-power dc-transmission link example can be found in reference [a0] (note: the

publishing of this paper is forthcoming).

The prototype simulator is still in the developmental stages and has yet to include the

features of snapshots and subsystems. Therefore, the entire compensator and load network a¡e

modelled as a complete system. (In addition, simulation results will show the initial startup

transients due to the absence of a snapshot feature). Figure 4.10 contains the complete

simulation model including the node numbers used in the program. Component values are

listed in the data file included in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.L02 VSI símulation model

The algorithm used to control the voltage source inverter is similia¡ to that of the

TSC (see Fig. a.9). The primary voltage is converted to a square wave for timing purposes.

During the positive half, the voltage is squared and integrated. The true RMS value of the

system voltage is calculated during the negative half (at time Tset, see Fig. 4.11). From the

error between the RMS voltage and reference voltage, an estimate of the required time delay

is calculated.
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square & integrate
8.33ms+Tdelay+tchdn

system voltage

calculate RMS
& Tdelay

rosslng
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GTO firing mode

Figure 4.lI: GTO fi.ring mode timing

Symmetrical firing of the GTO's is required in order to eliminate noncharacteristic

even harmonics from appearing in the voltage. Figure 4.11 shows the timing involved in

controlling GTO firing. At the first Tset in Figure 4.II, a positive Tdelay is calculated,

whereas at the second Tset a negative Tdelay is calculated. The GTO firing resulting from

these Tdelays is shown in the third curve of Figure 4.11.

The actual times (tchdn and tchup)'of the two most recent transitions in the zero

crossing signal a¡e stored in memory. GTO frring is synchronized with the negative transi-

tion. The time delay, calculated at time Tset, is added to the time of the negative transition

(tchdn) plus 0.083 milliseconds (0.5 cycle). At this new time, the firing mode is changed to

one. A fring mode of one corresponds to GTO 1 and 3 being turned on and GTO 2 and 4

being turned off. Simila¡ily, the time delay is added to the time of the positive transition
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(tchup) plus 0.0833 ms, at which time the firing mode is changed to minus one. Correspond-

ing to this new firing mode, GTO 1 and 3 will be turned off and GTO 2 and 4 will be

turned on.

Results from digital simulations of the VSI model are presented in Section 4.I.4.2.

4.1.4 Simulation Results

4.1.4.I TSC Results

The thyristor switched capacitor model was tested by subjecting it to various load

conditions. The conditions that were tested include:

1. Startup with increasing (ramping) load

2. Machine sta¡t

3. Flicker

4. Fault

When applicable, comparisons will be made between PI control and the direct calculation

method.

The fi¡st æst performed on the model was startup on light load with the load

increasing by 7Vo continuously in one second. The load is ramped by having the resistance

between nodes 6 and 7 (see Figure 4.1) vary exponontially from four per unit to zero. Figure

4.12 shows the resulting cunent supplied by the compensator and the RMS line voltage. An

initial negative current spike is required to charge the capacitors. Depending on the value of

leakage reactance, the capacitors overcharge on startup between 12.5Vo and 32Vo. Figure 4.13

contains a graph of capacitor voltages for different leakage reactances when the compensator

is designed for I07o leakage. The overcharging causes a slight current transient to occur

when bankl (at 0.09 sec.), bank2 (at 0.18 sec.) and bank3 (at 0.38 sec.) are initially

switched in. The switchings are transient free thereafter.
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Figure 4.L2: Startup wíth rampíng load, a) TSC current, b) RMS primary voltage
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Figure 4.132 Capacitor overchargíng test

The next test subjected the compensator to a load which caused the voltage to dip by

\Vo for 0.2 seconds. Machine starting or arc welding could be the cause of this type of

voltage depression. A comparison of the compensator curent resulting from PI control and

the direct calculation method is shown in Figure 4.I4. The compensator current is slowly

ramped in and out with PI control, whereas the corect amount of compensation is im-

mediately switched in or out using direct calculation. The effect is further dramatized by

comparing RMS voltages (inciuded in each graph).

Cap. Overcharging Test

o 2.5% leakage

o l0% lealage

^ l'15% løka1e
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Figure 4.14 cont.: Machine start results, (a) No control, (b) PI control, (c) direct

Arc furnaces or spot welding could cause the fast voltage fluctuations (flicker) being

modelled next. A 37o change in voltage at a flicker frequency of 0.i seconds is being caused

by switching switch #3 (see Fig.3.I2). The results are shown in Figure 4.15. Again, the

direct calculation method is found to outperform the PI control method in terms of voltage

regulation. In fact, at this frequency the PI control is too slow to react. The flicker has

essentially become biased around 1.0 per unit. If the frequency is increased to 0.2 seconds,

the PI control is able to respond but the voltage variation has doubied making the flicker

problem worse (see Fig. 4.16).
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Figure 4.L6: PI contol at 0.2 frequency, a) TSC current, b) RMS voltage

During conditions of light or heavy loading, the compensator may not be able to

correct for flicker because it is happening outside of the compensation range. However, by

having a variable reference voltage, flicker compensation may still take place under these

conditions. In order to illustrate, a 67o voltage change occurring every 0.2 seconds during

light load conditions was simulated. A variable reference voltage reduced the voltage change

to L5Vo. Figure 4.17 contains RMS voltages with and without the control modification as
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well as TSC line current and the modified reference voltage. Through simulations, it was

discovered that the new reference voltage approaches the midpoint between the original

reference setting (1.0 pu) and the steady state "out of range" system voltage. The error signal

after the fl.05 limiting block (Figure 3.15) must be multiplied by 2 in order to better com-

pensate for flicker. The reason for this is that the new reference voltage will be the average

between the upper and lower limits of system voltage variation. The compensator will then

have plenty of dynamic range for flicker conection.

Protection systoms are installed on distribution feeders for the purpose of detecting

large currents due to short circuits and the subsequent isolation or de-energization of the

faulted portion of the feeder. Radial distribution faults a¡e normally detected by inverse-time

overcurrent relays. When a high current is detected, the relay signals a circuit breaker to

open and isolate the fault. As the current flowing through the breaker passes through zero,

the space between the circuit breaker's contacts becomes a dielectric, thereby preventing fault

current from flowing. The entire process from fault initiation until its final clearance takes

between 30 and 100 milliseconds (2 - 6 cycles).

Most faults that occur are temporary in nature. Automatic reclosing relays are used to

signal a circuit breaker to reclose a few seconds after fault detection. Reclosing can take

place instantaneously in contrast to circuit breaking which must occur at a current zero.

Keeping the aforementioned information in mind, the final load variation to test the

TSC model is a low impedance single-line-to-ground fault occurring between the compen-

sator and substation. The fault can take place at any point on the voltage waveform. A fault

current of approximately 10 pu results from the short circuit. In a real system, as described

previously, overcurrent relays would detect the large fault current and the feeder would be

de-energized. Overcurrent relays are not included in the digital model, therefore fault clearing

must take place at a current zero, otherwise, large unrealistic transient overvoltages result.

Figures 4.18 a) and b) contain simulation results of the TSC model during a fault

when the "direct calculation" control algorithm is used whiie Figure 4.18 c) shows the

waveforms resulting from PI control. PI control and "direct calculation" yield similar results

except for the fact that 2 cycles after the fault clears, when the compensators are brought

back on line, the TSC line current slowly ramps up to the proper value with PI control,

whereas the direct method immediately switches in the correct amount of capacitance.

The system voltage decays to zero in an oscillatory manner after the fault occurs.

Since the capacitor voltage follows the system voltage (without considering the magnificarion
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factor), the capacitors become almost completely discharged (depending on factors such as

system damping). After fault clearing, a large negative current spike, similar to the one

required during startup, is used to charge the capacitors. Capacitors which are charged before

a fault remain charged during the fault. After fault clearing, the charge lost because of

natural .RC decay is restored by the spike of diode current.
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Figure 4.18: TSC model response following fault, a) system voltage(direct), b) TSC

current(direct), c) PI control
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Fault Simulaúon: PI Conuol
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Figure 4.18 cont.r TSC model response following fault, a) system voltage(dírect), b)

TSC current(dtrect), c) PI control

4.7.4.2 VSI Results

The voltage source inverter model was tested by subjecting it to the same load

variations as the TSC was in the previous section. The conditions include:

1. Machine start

2. Single-line-to-ground fault

3. Ramping load

Initial transients a¡e included in all simulations due to the absence of the snapshot feature in

the prototype simulation program. Flicker response was not tested after examining the

model's response to machine start. It was determined that component sizes and control gains

would have to be optimized in order to achieve very fast response times. The optimization

problem will not be studied in this thesis.

The simulation results are organized differently in this section as compared with the

previous one. Since each load variation was described in some detail in the previous section,

all that remains is to comment on the model's response. Therefore, once the appropriate

comments have been made, the simulation results will be presented.
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The simulation results are presented in Figures 4.19-4.24. In each figure, specific out-

put voltages and currents are given for each load variation. The output variables include:

1. RMS system voltage

2. Compensator current (filter + inverter)

3. Capacitor voltage (on inverter)

4. Inverter oulput voltage

5. VSI oulput current

6. System voltage

7. Capacitor charging current

Figure 4.19 clearly shows that the single phase voltage source inverter can act as a

voltage regulator. After each disturbance, the RMS system voltage returns to the 1 pu

reference setting. It should be noted that after a machine start (Fig. 4.19a), the reference

does not return to I pu as expected. The reason being that the control system is acting on

the actual magnitude of capacitor voltage. Actually, the capacitor voltage has a certain per-

centage of ripple superposed on the dc component (due to charging current). A more

accurate control system response would be realized if the capacitor voltage were first sent

through a smoothing or averaging filter.

During a fault, the compensator current is not reduced to zero (Fig. a.19b). The

inverter is trying to support the voltage much like a synchronous condensor would be. A

large voltage difference exists between the inverter output and system voltage immediately

after fault occurrence, hence large 2.0 pu currents result. The GTO's must be capable of

withstanding the large currents. A possible sequence of protection that should be employed

on the real system to reduce transient currents, overvoltages upon fault clearing and GTO

current stress include [21]:

1. Suppress GTO firing pulses

2. Open breaker switch connecting VSI to system (disables large currents flowing

while maintaining charge on capacitor)

3. Open breaker switch connecting filters to system (minimize overvoltages upon

fault clearing)

The above outlined protection sequence is not included in the model but should be con-

sidered for the real system.
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4.2 COMPARITWE EVALUATION OF TSC AND VSI

A comparison between the two possible candidate single phase compensators must be

made at this time before further evaluation takes place (ie. analog simulation). Since the two

devices are identical in terms of compensation range and transformer specifications, the

following points will be compared and summarized:

1. Inductor and capacitor requirements

2. Switching device requirements

3. Voltage regulating ability during transient load variations

By examining Table 4.1, clearly more components are required to build a single

phase VSI. Reducing the need for filters, through various inverter configurations and

transformer connections, will reduce the filter requirement and dc capacitor size. However,

more inverter bridges and complex transformer connections are required, the cost of which

may reduce the advantage of reduced component sizes.

In terms of performance, the TSC utilizing PI conrrol and the VSI have similiar

response times. The VSI is able to control the voltage more closely because of its con-

tinuous control ability, however. Utilizing the "direct control" method with the TSC produces

the fastest response times. Perhaps, with further study, the direct control method could also

be applied to the VSI.

The TSC model responds much better, transiently, to faults than does the VSI model.

Even with the protection algorithm outlined for the VSI in the previous section, the VSI will

still experience large overcurents and long delays to recover from the fault (6-10 cycles, due

to breaker dynamics, as compared with 1-2 with a TSC).

Based on the aforementioned arguments, the thyristor switched capacitor is the best

choice for a single phase compensator and will be further evaluated on an analog simulator

in the next section.
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4.3 ANALOG SIMULATION

The University of Manitoba Real-Time Power System Simulator was used to validate

the digital simulations of the thyristor switched capacitor, as well as to provide credibility to

the design, since the compensator is operating under near field conditions.

The simulator is composed of programmable and fixed voltage power supplies. Filters,

loads and transmission lines can easily be constructed by connecting together scaled down

passive components. Section 4.3.1 contains a description of the analog component descrip-

tion. A set of BBC (Brown Boveria Corporation) analog controls are built into the simulator

capable of controlling a six or twelve pulse back-to-back dc convertor or thyristor controlled

reactor. For this study, a BBC programmable high speed controller (PHSC) is being used to

control the compensator 134,351. A detailed description of the control implementation is

included in Section 4.3.2 followed by the results from the analog simulation.

4.3.1 Description of Test System

The simplified St. Agathe feeder model (Fig.3.12) was used as the test system for

analog simulations. Real component values must be converted to equivalent values on the

simulator. The base voltage on the simulator is 50 volts as compared with 7200 volts on the

real system. Table 4.1 summarizes the base values of the simulator and system. The scaled

down passive component values of the test system and compensator a¡e included in Figure

4.25. A TIC106M reverse-blocking triode thyristor is used on the simulator. This device is

capable of blocking 600 volts peak and has a continuous current rating of 5 amps. The

ratings a¡e much higher than required for this study. The thyristor card was designed

previously with adequate protection margins so that it may be applied in circuits with higher

base voltages (up to 100 volts RMS) and for use in a variety of applicarions.
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Table 4.2:

Summary of Analog Simulator Base Values

ks= 50

kv= 144.0

ki= 34-7

k7=kt- 4'I5

k"= 0.241

SB= 50VASB = 250 kVA

VB= 50VVB = 7200Y

IB = 34.7 
^

Y =7.2kY

ZB= 207.4 ç>

f- 60hz r¡/= 377f= 60hz w=377

l-Äs-

t-_r\.v -
t-_ÃI-

k7=kr-

k"=

ks=

kv=

kI=

k2= k1=

k"=

1

12

0.833

r44

0.00694

System Secondary

ks= 50

kv= 12

kr= 416.67

kz=kr- 0.0288

k"= 34-7

SB = 250 kVA SB= 50VA
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7.98 mh 4.48 mh 3.3f)

635 mh 323f)

445 mh 237 O

relay 2

103 mh 48.6 O 0-240 A

12.2mh

Xf 20Eo

Figure 4.25: Analog simulation model
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4.3.2 Program Implementation

As mentioned earlier, BBC's prograÍìmable high speed controller was used to conÍol

the compensator. The PHSC is based on bit-slice microprocessor technology which provides

very high control speeds and a user-friendly function block programming language 134,351.

The PHSC consists of a number of hardware modules as shown in Figure 4.26. The two

most important are the processing and combined inpuloutput modules [35].

.rO

Ë.1s1'o

::J-

Figure 4,262 PHSC hardare modules [35]

The VO device can process 16 digital inputs, 16 digital outputs, 15 analog oufputs

and 15 analog inputs. LED's are provided for monitoring the digital outputs while test jacks

are provided for monitoring the analog outputs. The analog inputs a¡e fed to an A/D device

via a multiplexor. Once the conversion process is complete, an end of conversion signal is

generated and the data is loaded into RAM. Similarily, an analog output is first processed by

a D/A. convertor and then demultiplexed to the appropriate sample and hold location.
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The main purpose of the processing module is to process the user written progam in

the proper sequence and to react accordingly to intem.rpt commands. A user program can be

divided into at most 8 parts with a choice of 5 levels of priority. A summary of the

allowable number of program parts per priority level is included below:

# of Parts Priority Levei

level 3 (highest priority)

level 2

level I

level 0

background (lowest priority)

2

Ĵ

1

1

i

An intem:pt of higher priority will intemrpt the processing of a program at a lower priority

while interrupts at the same or lower priority will not cause a processing intemrption. Other

modules which are used but a-re not shown in Figure 4.26 include phase locked loop, zero

crossing detector, pulse logic, comparitor and gamma-measuring. These additional modules

a¡e useful in generating firing pulses for an HVDC convertor or TCR compensator.

Three progmm pa.rts or intemrpt routines were found to be necessary to conrrol the

thyristor switched capacitor. Each was assigned a different priority and labelled accordingly

(INTlO-interrupt level 1).

The first pro$am part (INT10) is used to calculate the RMS voltage during the

positive half of the supply voltage waveform. The secondary voltage is scaled down by some

external circuitry from 50 volts to 10 volts for anaiog-to-digital conversion. A start conver-

sion signal is supplied by a I20 ps clock signal derived from the processing module. An end

of conversion signal initiates INT10- The sampled voltage is squared and integrared. INT2I,
the next intemrpt routine, makes use of this signal in calculating the RMS voltage. The in-

tegrator output is set to zero during the negative half of the system voltage immediately

following the completion of progmm INT21.
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Figure 4.272 INTI0 block diagram

A positive transition of the zero crossing signal will cause the second intemrpt routine

(INT21) to begin processing. As mentioned, this routine makes use of the ouçut of INT10

in deriving the RMS value of the secondary voltage. The functional blocks shown in Figure

4.28 arc implementing the control algorithm described in Chapter 3. The secondary voltage

is initially converted to the system voltage and then compared with the reference setting. The

resulting error is converted to desi¡ed susceptance by means of PI control. Once the desired

capacitive susceptance is calculated, the conversion to binary takes place by function block

C046. This block is a nonlinear staircase function which converts the input to the desired

output. The input varies continuously from 0 - 0.8 pu (note: the value is not 0.90909 pu as

expected because the ransformer leakage is 20Vo). The output will vary from 0 to 0.875 pu

or 87.57o. The output makes more sense if one examines the data format used by the PHSC.

The data format is shown below for direct input.

Dabc D - hex prefix indicating direct input

a,b,c - hex data

generated word:

! v'a'

'].-
0
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D380 corresponds

output corresponding to 807o

to the binary number:

Design Testing

(all banks on) input will be 87.57o or D380.

0011 r_000 0000 0000
bit l-ocation fedc ba9B 7 6 5 4 3210

The binary signal in bit locations b, c and d are used to fire the thyristors.

To protect against overvoltages upon fault clearing, the secondary voltage is tested

before the desi¡ed capacitance is converted to binary. A simple test was used in the digital

model. A fault was assumed to have taken place if the voltage fell below 0.7 pu. A slightly

more detailed protection scheme is used in the analog model. Hysteresis, with a bandwidth

of +4Vo around 0.7 pu, is being included to prevent inaccurate fault detection due to

measurement errors. Once the fault clea¡s, the compensator remains inactive for 2 cycles.

In addition to PI controi, the "direct calculation" control algorithm was implemented

on the PHSC. The functionai blocks in Figure 4.28 are modified and replaced by those in

Figure 4.29. Out of range compensation is also included in this block diagram.
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The final intemrpt routine (INT30) is used to determine the appropriate time to fue

the thyristors. The routine is processed every clock cycle (120 ps). Once the system voltage

becomes negative, a 4 millisecond monostable is triggered. After this monostable has timed

out, another 2 ms monostable is triggered. During this time, the thyristors receive the firing

pulses which were calculated in INT21. Figure 4.30 contains the functional block diagram.

Gank 1)

(bank 2)
Thyristor Firing
Pulses

(bank 3)

Figure 4.30: INT30 block diagram

Correct operation of the controls is very dependent on accurate zeÍo crossing detec-

tion. For example, voltage spikes due to breaker switching can cause multiple zero crossings

of the system voltage. If the false zero crossing is detected during the negative half of vol-

tage, routine INT21 will read in the value of 0.0 from INT10 since the integrator has been

cleared. The compensator will wrongly assume a fault has occurred and will switch off all

capacitor banks for 2 cycles. Smoothing of the voltage by low pass filters has been used to

colTect for inaccurate zeto crossing detection.
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4.3.3 Simulation Results

The analog model of a thyristor switched capacitor was subjected to the same tests as

the digital model was in Section 4.1.4.1. Before presenting these results, program timing will

be looked at briefly. Oscillographs of the zero crossing signal, intemrpt routine INT21

execution time and the output of INT10 are shown in Figure 4.31. During the negative half

of the zero crossing signal, INT10 integrates the square of the system voltage. The positive

transition of the zero crossing signal initiates routine INT21. INT21 takes 100 ps to comp-

lete, after which, the output of INT10 is immediately set to zero. The programs all work as

expected.

zeÍo
crossing

INT21
execution time

INTlO
output

Figure 4.31: Program timing

The first load condition tested on the analog model was a slowly increasing or

ramping load. ln order to simulate such a load, the variable resistance shown in Figure 4.17

was increased from 0 to 2400. Figure 4.32 b) contains oscillographs of system voltage and

compensator current. For comparison purposes, Figure 4.32 also contains system voltage and

load current without compensation. One can observe the smooth, transient free switching of
the capacitor banks from this test.

The second test the compensator was subjected to was a simulated motor starting. A

9.5Vo voltage dip lasting for 0.15 seconds was initiated by switching breaker 4 Gig. 4.32) on
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and off. Within 4 cycles, the compensator reduced the steady state variation to 27o. Figtre

4.33 contains the results with and without compensation.

Voltage flicker conection was verified by the third test. Breaker 3 was switched on

and off at a frequency of 0.167 seconds, creating a 3.87o change in voltage. With compensa-

tion, the change in steady state voltage ís I.I97o as shown in Figure 4.34.

Out of range flicker correction was also tested with the results presented in Figure

4.35. The digital signals of the RMS system voltage and the desired change in the number

of capacitor banks is presented rather than actual voltage and current as shown in the

previous figures. Figure 4.35 a) clearly shows that four or five capacitor banks should be

switched off when the load is switched off. After a change in reference voltage has been

made, the controller no longer attempts to switch off a large number of capacitor banks, as

well the RMS system voltage has become smoother (ie. the flicker condition has been

lessened). The RMS voltage is not perfectly symmetrical because of measurement errors and

because the point on the wave where switching of the relays takes place is not consistent

(resulting in different voltages seen by the compensator).

Finally, the compensator was tested during and after a fault. A singie-line-to-ground

fault was impractical to simulate. The large fault currents would trip a ci¡cuit breaker making

high speed reclosing or fault clearing difficult. A more convenient fault to simulate is an

open circuit occurring between the main supply and substation transformer. Figure 4.36

contains oscillographs of compensator current and system voltage. The results closely match

those predicted during digital simulations (Fig.4.18c). After fault clearing, a negative current

spike through the diode is required to recharge the capacitors. After 2 cycles, PI control

slowly switches the correct number of capacitors back on.

The effects of various point on wave fault occurrences and fault clearing are shown

in the plots of Figure 4.37. A fault can take place at any time during the cycle without

causing any severe voltage transients. The voltage decays to zero in an oscillatory manner,

reducing the charge on any capacitors which were on, to a small value. Fault clearing at

negative and positive voltage peaks are shown in Figure 4.37 a) and b) respectively. The

shape of the cunent spike is directly related to the time of fault clearing. In each case, the

capacitor charging effect is the same, however, less time is available for charging when the

fault clears during the negative half of voltage, hence, a larger current spike can be an-

ticipated.
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a)

(1A/div)

Vr.,.

(50 V/div)

I r.r,

(1A/div)

Figure 4.32: Ramping of load, a) ramping down

down with compensator
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V.*,
(4s.7 - 49.s V)

Time
(100 ms/div)

V.*,

(49.s - 50.3 V)

Time
(50 ms/div)

Ito¿

b)

without compensator, b) ramping



a)

vr.,,

(50 V/div)

Iload

(1A/div)

Vr't.

(50 V/div)

I,.,,,

(1A/div)

Figure 4.332 Motor sta,rt simulation, a) without compensator,

control), c) with compensator (direct control)
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Vt,n,

(4s.7 - so.s v)

Time
(50 ms/div)

V.rn,

(49.s - s0.s v)

Time
(50 ms/div)

b) with compensator (PI

b)
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vr.,,

(50 V/div)

I,,,,

(14/div)
Time
(50 ms/div)

Figure 4.33 cont.z Motor start simulation, a) wíthout compensator, b) with compen-

sator (PI control), c) with compensator (dírect control)

(50 V/div)

vr*,
(47.2 - 49.1v)

Iloud

(14/di

Time
(100 ms/div)

Figure 4.342 Flicker contol, a) without compensator, b) with compensator (PI

control), c) with compensator (direct control)

c)

a)
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V,,,,

(50 V/div)

I r.,,

(1A/div)

(50 V/div)

[,.',,

(1A/div)

Figure 4.34 cont.z Flicker contol, a) without compensator,

control), c) with compensator (direct control)

b)
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V..,
(49.8 - s0.4 V)

Time
(100 ms/div)

Time
(100 ms/div)

b) with compensator (PI

c)
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a)

vr.,,

(2Yldiv)

desired change
in # of banks

(2 V/div)

vr.r,

(2 V/div)

desired change
in # of banks

(2Yldiv)

Figure 4.35: Out of range flicker compensation,

voltage, b) with modification of reference voltage
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50 V (1 Cap.
bank on)

no change

no change

Time
(100 ms/div)

a) wíthout modifying reference

b)
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Time
(20 ms/div)

Figure 4.36: Fault simulation

Ir',

(1A/div)
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Figure 4.37: Fault analysis, a) fault cleared during positive voltage peak, b) fault
cleared during negative voltage peak
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The thyristor switched capacitor and voltage source inverter, designed in Chapter 3,

were tested in this chapter. Both compensators were simulated digitally on electromagnetic

transient programs. The TSC was simulated using EMTDC while the VSI was simulated on

a prototype power system transient progam. While both devices are able to regulate voltage,

the TSC was chosen for further study on an analog simulator. Results from the simulations

indicate that the TSC is able to regulate the system voltage, as well as correct voltage

flicker. Consequently, the major objective of this thesis has been met.

Other conclusions, which can be drawn from this chapter include:

1. Half cycle integration is a fast and accurate method of determining single phase RMS

quantities.

2. Switching of capacitor banks in a TSC is transient free except upon stafiup and im-

mediately after fault recovery.

3. Digital simulations of the TSC show that the "direct" method of control is much

faster than PI conuol. Analog simulation further verifies this point. However, the

system impedance needs to be known accurately in order to choose the correct

number of capacitor banks for each variation in voitage. A possible adaptive control

scheme may be required if large variations in system impedance exist.

4. The VSI control system requires that the capacitor voltage is fîltered or averaged in

order to reach accurate limits of compensator current.

5. Some optimization of the VSI's component values is required to realize fast response

times. By reducing the capacitor size, the time required for charging is reduced.

However, more ripple will be superposed on the capacitor voltage which will increase

the need for hitering. Filtering slows the response time, therefore, the optimization

problem is not staightforward.

6. A VSI requires an adequate protection sequence during faults. One was outlined in

Section 4.I.4.2. Even with the protection sequence, the GTO's must be able to handle

300Vo overcurrent for several cycles.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, was to design a solid state

voltage control device capable of correcting fast voltage fluctuations and thereby replacing

the currently used step voltage regulators and mechanically switched capacitors. After

observing digital and analog simulations, the conclusion reached was that the thyristor

switched capacitor is the best choice for a single phase solid state voltage control device.

The TSC requires fewer components and responds more favorably to faults as compared with

a voltage source inverter. Also, the TSC responds faster to transient load variations than both

the VSI and step voltage regulator are able to, thereby enabling voltage flicker to be

eliminated.

Each Chapter of this thesis contains a summary of the conclusions which were drawn

during the course of this study. The major conclusions are now stated below:

1. The TSC binary switching scheme has advantages over conventional fixed capacitor

switching in terms of number of components and size. By making all of the thyristor-

diode switches equal in rating enables fewer spare parts to be stocked and also makes

the possibility of switching components in case of device failure. For instance, if the

switch for the large capacitor bank fails, one of the other switches being used can be

substituted, thereby minimizing the reactive power loss until another switch can be

installed.

2. "Direct" control has been shown through digital and analog simulations to outperform

PI control in terms of response time. [n a real system, however, an accurate know-

ledge of system impedance variation is needed in order to determine the correct

amount of desi¡ed compensation.
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Reference voltage modification is an effective means of compensating for flicker

occurring outside of the compensator's normal regulation range.

Electromagnetic transient simulation is an effective means of simulating power

systems. The new prototype power system simulator, developed by T.L. Maguire, has

shown to be quite useful in accurately modelling a single phase VSI.

A unique control scheme has been developed for the VSI, utilizing proportional

control to convert the voltage error signal to desired phase angie difference. The VSI

is now able to operate as an accurate voltage regulator.

5.2 Recommendations

Since the thyristor switched capacitor is found to be the most technically suitable

device for corecting single phase voltage flicker, it is recommended that a prototype device

be built and field tested. However, field measurements should be carried out at the proposed

compensator location before the design is finalized. Variations in voltage and cunent should

be measured over 24 hour periods during expected yearly minimum and maximum loading.

Also, the voltage variation allowed with and without a step voltage regulator should be

recorded. The purpose of field measurements would be to verify reactive power rating and

also for fine tuning of control gains and structure.

The VSI should be studied in more detail. Component values can be optimized with

consideration given to altemative filter designs and inverter conf,rgurations. A more suitable

fault protection scheme than the one outlined in the thesis could also be developed. The

control structure provided could be modified to include the "direct" controllabiiity feature.

Finally, the possibility of connecting three single phase VSI's together, ro acr as a single

three phase voltage regulator employing individual phase control, should be investigated.

J.

4.

5.
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Appendix A:

Load Flow Program Description

There are various methods that could be used to solve the problem of determining

voltages and currents in a radial feeder. The methods include:

1. Newton Raphson

2. Guass Seidal

3. Matrix Inversion

4. Guass Jordan

5. New method proposed by Cespedes [38]

Newton Raphson and Guass Seidal solution methods are both iterative, capable of

handling complex networks with automatic tap changers, switched shunt capacitors, multiple

generation sources et cetera. A radial load flow can take advantage of simpler solution

techniques such as methods 3-5 above.

The Guass Jordan method was chosen for this program. It is more efficient than

matrix inversion and contains more information than the new method proposed in [38].

The flow chart in Figure 4.1 outlines the structure of the load flow program. Data

that must be entered by the user include:

1. Substation voltage and reference angle

2. Leakage reactance of substation ransformer (pu)

3. Transmission line type and length

4. Load kVA and power factor

The equivalent impedance of the load is calculated from the input data and an

equivalent bus voltage of 1.0 pu. Once the data is entered, a main menu allows the user to

make various changes to the input data for contingency studies. Constant power loads are

accomodated by feeding back the calculated bus voltages and recalculating the load impedan-

ces.

Included in this Appendix is a listing of the computer ourput from two cases per-

formed on the St. Agathe feeder SA-1. The two cases are:

1. Full load no compensation

2. Full load 250 kVAr compensarion
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get base values
initialize matrix to zero
initialize Vold to 1.0

enter transmlsslon
line data

create data matrixenter load data

process and print
results

MENU

t. Change substation data
2. Change t-line data (one or all segments)
3. Change load data (one or all loads)
+. Calculate voltages and currents
5. Iterate (constant power)
6. Print results (to screen or printer)
7. Print input data (to screen or printer)
8. Save input data to disk
9. Quit

Appendix A

Figure A.l: Flow chart of load flow progra.m
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Appendix A

FuI1 load: No compensation

BUS VOLTAGE

Bus Real Imaginary

1 0 .9989270 -O.0482874
2 0.9236L4I -0.03 4997L
3 0.9140088 -0. 0304010
4 0.9130231 -O.O2992rO
5 0.9101918 -0.0285830
6 0 .9098799 -0.0284317
7 0.9034753 -0.O25392L
8 0.9031652 -0. 0252430
9 0.8918664 -0.0198879

10 0.9181171 -0.0340139
11 0.9163870 -0. 0330596
12 0.9158101 -0.0327ArL
13 0.9149195 -0.0322504
14 0.9I786l.2 -0. 0338309
15 0.9180318 -0.0339529
16 0.9143676 -0.0313500
17 0.9138154 -0. 0310802
18 0.913 4433 -0.03 08994
19 0.9L29310 -0. 0306493
20 0.9r06901 -0.0295595
21 0.9131011 -0.03l-2623
22 0.9127035 -0. 03L0437
23 0.9L23072 -0. 030827r
24 0.9]-22653 -0.0308041_
25 0.9119312 -0.0306209
26 0.9115827 -O.0304296
27 0.9104984 -0.0298364
28 0.9097155 -0.0294077
29 0.9095243 -0. 0293032
30 0.9236141 -0. 03 4997r
31 0.998947 0 -0 .0483294

Magnitude

1. 000 0934
o .92427 69
o.9L45L43
0.9135r33
0.9106405
o.9L03240
0.903832I
0.9035179
0.8920881
o.9187 469
0.9L69832
0.9163952
0.9154877
0.9r84845
0.9186594
0.9149048
0.9143438
0.9139658
0.9134454
0.9r11697
0.9136361
0.91323l-3
0.9128279
o .9127 853
o.9l-2445L
o.9120904
0.9109871
0.910t907
0.9099962
o .92427 69
1. 000r154

Phase (degrees)

-2.7 67 48rr
-2.1699838
-L,9050240
-1. 87 6987 r
-r.7986861
-L.7 897 824
-1. 6098719
-1. 6009682
-L.277 4348
-2 . 12169 48
-2.0661r03
-2.047 5101
-2.O188111
-2 . rLO87 27
-2 . 118 0867
-1.9636727
-1.9479644
-r.937425L
-1.9228383
-1. 8 5907 6r
-1. 9 608997
-1. 9 48046L
-1.9353002
-1 . 9 339467
-r.9231608
-r. 9118851
-1.87 687 42
-1.85Is161
-1. 8 453242
-2.1699838
-2.7 6983L4
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Appendix A

Full Load: No compensation

BUS CURRENT

sub
1
2
J

J

5
5
7
7
2

10
11
I1
10
10
10
Iþ
16
18
18
10
2T
2T
23
23
25
25
27
27

2
1

Bus Real

1 0.8047898
2 0 .7 697999
3 0.2087393
4 0.0427480
5 0. 1659913
6 0.oI99037
7 0.1460877
I 0.0198068
9 0.1262809

10 0.5610606
11 0.213 8r7 4
12 0.0713003
13 0.1425L7t
14 0.0399835
15 0. 0199935
16 0.0825675
17 0.0t99473
18 0.0626202
19 0.0427l-73
20 0.0199029
2t o.2046988
22 0.0426922
23 0.L620066
24 0.0085360
25 0.153 4706
26 0.0711008
27 0.0823698
28 0.0426077
29 0. 03 97 62r
30 -0.0000001
31 0.03 49897

Imaginary

-0.0l-78829
-0. 61693 11
-0.1651519
-0.0343050
-0. 13 08469
-0.0l-59229
-0 . 114 9240
-0.0157386
-0.0991854
-0.45L7792
-o.l.725183
-0.0575679
-0 . 114 9504
-0 . 03 23558
-0.0161835
-0. 0 663467
-0.0160483
-0. 05 02984
-0.0343367
-0.0I596l-7
-o .16437 49
-0. 03 4347 4
-0 . 13 0027 5
-0. 0068640
-0.1231635
-0. 057 1293
-0.0660341
-0.0341613
-0. 03 L8728

0. 0000001
0.5990483

Magnitude

0.8049885
0. 98 65069
0.266l-7l-5
0 . 0548 108
o.2Ir3623
0.0254891
0. 18 587 40
0 . 02 52985
0. 1605759
o.7203426
o.2747370
0.091_6395
0.1830975
0.051_4351
o .0257 225
0 . 10592 11
o .0256016
0. 0803195
0 . 054 8067
0.0255128
o.2625275
o.0547939
o .2077 337
0.0109534
0.1967802
0.0912090
0.1055712
0 . 054 6114
0.0509598
0. 0000001
0.6000693

Arg (degree)

-I .27 293 48
-38.7092954
-38.3506051
-38.7 468847
-38.247842l.
-38.6596798
-38.1913669
-38.47 08660
-38.1473325
-38.84L8320
-38.8982814
-38.9L74077
-38.8887088
-38.980770l-
-38.987983s
-38.7834507
-38.8L78620
-38 .7 7 24825
-38.7927360
-38.7289738
-38 .7 6477 15
-38.8179435
-38.7507 468
-38.8038439
-38.7 4779l-5
-38.78l-7827
-38 .7]-84248
-38.72I4l-38
-38.7L522l-8
I52.4920029

86 . 657 2160

Loss

0. 0000000
o. o6 6175\
0.002764l'
0. 0000586
0.0008715
0. 0000086
0.00L3479
0.000008s
0.0020119
0 . 00 35284
0.0005345
0.0000595
0.0003022
0.0000162
0. 0000027
0.0004863
0. 0000153
0.0000805
0 . 00003 05
0.0000762
0.001479r
0.0000245
0.000I852
0.0000005
0.0000831
0.0000357
0.0001698
0. 0000480
0.0000557
0.0000000
0.0000245

0 . 08 04845total loss:
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Appendix A

Fu11

CALCULATED POWER

bus Kwatts

9.5009
4.4L43
4 ,37 29

27.6633
15.8532
3r.6711
8.9012
4.45L3
4 .4323
9 .4864
4.4r34
9 .47 48
1.8939

l-5.7 690
9 .439L
I .8077

15 .97 6I

Load: No

AT LOADS

Kvars

-8.1501
-3 ,7 634
-3.6786

-22.7 429
-13 . 7 639
-27 .44]-7

-7 .7 627
-3.8839
-3.8213
-8.1641
-3.7811
-8.1686
-L.63L2

-13.5604
-8.0825
-7.5386

149.1816

compensation

Kva

12 .5L7 6
5.8008
5.7]-44

35.8120
20.9945
41.9059
r1. 8106

5.907 5
5 .8522

12 .5157
5 . 811_6

L2 .5099
2 .4995

20.7977
12 .4267
r_1.5933

150.0346

4
6
I
9

I2
13
T4
I5
L7
19
2A
22
24
26
28
29
31

pf

-o .7 590
-0.7610
-0.7 652
-o.7725
-0.7551
-0.7558
-o .7 537
-0.7535
-0,7574
-0.7580
-o.7594
-0.7574
-0.7577
-0.7582
-0.7596
-o .7 597

0.1065

total power:37 4 ,5046P6I
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Appendix A

FuII load.z 250 kVAr compensation at bus 30

BUS VOLTAGE

Bus ReaI Imaginary

I
2

4
5
6
7
('
9

IO
I1
L2
13
L4
15
L6
I7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3t

1.0532]-82 -0.0605254
0.9970352 -0. 11386l-2
0.987 0145 -0. 1080953
0.9859868 -0.LO74945
0.9830317 -0.1058132
0.9827065 -0.1056237
o.9760228 -0.1018062
0.9756994 -O.1016192
0.9639076 -0.09 48923
0.99Lt649 -0.LL23446
0.9893705 -0.1111692
0.9887720 -0.l.r]7769
o.9878482 -0.1101724
0.9909030 -0 .1r2r254
0.99to77 6 -0 .l.l-227l-5
0.9873248 -0.109L522
0.9867492 -O.10II147
0.9863613 -0. 1085883
0.9858272 -0.1082755
0.9834908 -0. 1069r13
0.9859609 -0.1089531
0. 98 55484 -0. 108 6837
0.985L372 -O. 1084166
0.9850938 -0. 1083882
0.984747L -0.108L625
0.9843855 -O.LO79267
0.9832605 -0.1071953
0.9824482 -0.1066668
0.9822498 -0.1065379
0.9970595 -0.1139351
1.0532388 -0.0605699

Magnitude

1. 0549559
1.0035156
0.9929l-60
0.9918292
0.9887L02
0.9883665
0.9813180
0.9809769
0.9685672
o.9975115
0.9955965
0.9949581
0.9939729
o.9972266
o .997 4L65
o.9933400
o.9927309
o.9923205
0.9917554
0.9892847
0. 99 l-9626
0.9915230
0 . 99 10850
0.99 10388
0.9906694
0. 99 02843
0.9890865
0.98822L7
0.9880106
1. 0035481
1.0549790

Phase ( degrees )

-3.2890032
-6.5t49390
-6.2499793
-6.2219423
-6.L4364L3
-6.1347376
-5.9548272
-5.9459235
-5.6223900
-6.4666500
-6.4110656
-6.3924653
-6 .3637 664
-6.4558279
-6.4630420
-6.3086279
-6.2929L97
-6 .2823804
-6.2677935
-6 .2 04 03 14
-6.3 058549
-6.2930013
-6 .2 I 02 555
-6 .27 890L9
-6,2681161
-6.2568403
-6.22L8294
-6. 19 647 14
-6 . 19 027 95
-6 .51897 49
-3.2913535
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FulI loadz 250 kVAr compensation at bus 30

Arg (degree)

4r.3242265
L4 .8 09 3 087

-42 .69 55603
-43.O9r8399
-42 .5927 97 4
-43.0046350
-42.536322r
-42 .8 1582 11
-42.4922877
-43. I867873
-43.2432366
-43.2623630
-43.2336640
-43 .3257 254
-43.3329396
-43.L284060
-43 . l-628l-7 4
-43.rr74377
-43 . r_37 6912
-43.0739290
-43 . 1097268
-43.L628987
-43.0957020
-43.L487979
-43.0927467
-43.L267379
-43.0633800
-43.0663690
-43 . O60L77 r
79.4670469
86.1356949

total loss:

Appendix A

Loss

0. 0000000
0.0679013
0.0032583
0 . 000069 r
0.0010273
0.0000102
0.0015889
0. 0000r00
0.00237L7
0.0041593
0 . 00063 01
0.0000701
0.0003562
0. 00001_90
0.0000032
0.0005733
0.0000181
0.0000949
0.0000359
0.0000898
0. 00l-7 435
0.0000289
0.0002183
0. 0000006
0. 0000980
0.000042r
0.0002002
0.0000566
0.0000657
0.0000685
0.0000272

0. 08 48363

Bus

sub 1
r- 2
2- 3

3- 4
3- 5
56
5- 7
7- I
7- 9
2- 10

10 11
11 L2
rl_ 13
t_0 14
10 15
10 16
16 17
16 18
18 19
18 20
10 2I
21 22
21 23
¿J ¿+
23 25
25 26
25 27
27 28
27 29
2 - 30
t - 31

ReaI

BUS CURRENT

Imaginary

r. 0087561 0. 88 69699
o.9660965 0.2554216
o.2123985 -0.1959652
0.043457 6 -0. 0406553
o.1689409 -0.1553100
o.0202381 -0.0l.88754
0.1487028 -0 .l-364345
0.0201485 -0. 0r86680
0. 1285543 -0 .Lr77 665
o "5702483 -0.5352513
0.2t72902 -0.2043578
0.072455r -0.0681885
0.1448350 -0.13 6L694
0.0406250 -0.0383r76
0.0203140 -0. 0191650
0.0839310 -0.07861_93
0.020275t -0.0190148
0.0636559 -0.0596045
0.0434218 -0.0406870
0.0202341 -0.0189l-75
0.2080881 -O.L9479l-7
0.0433937 -0.0406966
0. 164 6944 -0.1540951
0.0086765 -0.008l-332
0.1560I79 -0.1459619
o.0722752 -O.0676973
0.0837426 -0.0782646
0.0433L7 5 -0.040488I
0. 04 0425 1 -0 .03777 65
0. 183449 6 0.9866383
0.0426594 0.6315484

Magnitude

I.3432440
o.99929LL
0.2889905
0.0595098
o .229 4825
0. 027 67 43
0.20t8091
0 .027 467 4
o.L74342L
0.7820979
0.2982904
o . o994958
0.1987946
o .0558447
0.0279277
0.1150017
0.0277965
0.0872053
0.0595053
0.0277000
o.2850341
o .05949l-4
0.2255428
0. 01L8925
o.2r3 6503
0 . 09 90284
0 . 1l-4 6219
0 . 059 2933
0.0553286
1. 0035481
0. 63 29875
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FulI loadi 250 kVAr compensation at bus

CALCULATED POWER AT LOADS

bus Kwatts

9 .6196
4.4736
4.4405

28.1848
t6.0220
32 . Ot82
8.9898
4.4953
4 .4843
9 .6002
4 .4694
9 .5859
t.9L64

15.9601
9 .5596
8.9207

73.8307
20.7958

Kvars

-11. 1893
-5.t7L7
-5.0655

-31.4287
-18. 8623
-37.6l-79
-I0. 63 10
-5. 3 187
-5.2423

-11. 2030
-5 . L92r

-11. 2062
-2.238I

-18. 6LO2
-11. 0995
-10. 3532
240 ,7 089
165.6468

Kva

L4 .7 559
6.8381
6.7362

42 .2L55
24.7 485
49.399t
L3.9225

6 .9 639
6.8986

r4./53/
6.8508

14 .7 468
2.9465

24 .5l-66
L4 .6487
13 .6663

25I.7772
L66.947L

pf

-0. 6519
-0.6542
-o .6592
-o .667 6
-o .647 4
-o.6482
-o .6457
-0.6455
-0.6500
-o .6507
-o .6524
-0.6500
-0.6504
-0. 6510
-0.6526
-0.6528
0.2932
o . L246

Appendix A

30

4
6
I
9

L2
13
L4
I5
T7
19
20
22
24
26
28
29
30
31

total poi^rer: 683 . 3319191
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Appendix B

EMTDC Program Listings

In this Appendix, listings of the relevant simulation programs are provided. The listings

include:

1. TSC compensator model with PI control

a) Dynamics subroutine

b) Data file

2. TSC compensator model with "Direct" control

a) Dynamics subroutine

b) Data f,rle

3. TSC compensator oufput file

4. VSI compensator model

a) Dynamics subroutine

b) Data file

r23



aubroutJ-ns dsdyn

c ****************************************************lr********

c Purpose: Ma1n dynarnics aubroutine which ¡nodeJ.s a einglc phaee
c thyrístor snitcbed caPacitor compensator employing
c PI control
c
c Àuthor: David Jacobgon July 15, 1990 University of I'fanitoba
g *****rtrt**************************************lr***************

real limit, intg13, Idlag2,newbm,rnew
includa 'Ellff . E'

common / s2 / sl-or (5000), nâxc / a3 / gvLv (4, 4, 2 4 ), nvlv
common / eÃ/var (100), con (100), pgb (25)

c --------
c Variable (1..100) Definitions: tscl.dyn
c --------
c

aubsystern interfacs conductance
culrent leve1 below shich diode conduc¡ts
kp
kj.
tÍme ].oad (2) rit.*"o 

åT,
time J.oad (2) gwitcbed in

' out
time load (2) ewitched in

c Var(10): ' out
c Var(ll): leakage susceptance of transformer
c Var(12): compensator deadzonq

next=nexc
rÌexc = ngxc*2

c define eubsystem voJ.tage

if (time .9t,. 0.0 ) wpeak=L.4t42L4
as (12, 1) =wpeak*sin (6.2832*time*60. 0)

c ramp load up to 200 kva
goto 50
if (time .gt. 0.05) then
stor (nexÈf1) =stor (next*l) +0.5
if(stor(next*l) .ge. 100) tben
ator (next*l) =0. 0

stor (nextt2) =4. Q*etn (-S. O* (time-0. 05) )
rnew=gtor (next*2)
gdc (7. 6, 1) =1 . 0,/rnew
gdc(6,7,1)3dc(7,6'1-)

end if
end if,

50 contínuq

c srritch 1 off/on for 5 cycles

Appendix B

c Var (1)
c Var (2)
c Var (3)
c Var(4)
c Var (5)
c var(6)
c Var(7)
c Var(8)
c Var(9)

cal-l pr112 (var (5),L,3, 4, 10000000, 1, 1)
call pr112 (var(6),L,3, 4,1, 10000000, 0)
calJ. prtl2 (va¡(7),L,3, A,10000000, 1, 1)
cal-I prII2 (var(8),t,3, 4, 1, 10000000, 0)
call pr112 (var(9),I,3, 4, 10000000, 1, 1)



c d€flne compansator

call st'sc28 (1, 8, 2, L.OO, 0. 000, var (12), var (3), var (4), 0. 7, var (11) )

return
end

subroutine atgc28 (me1, nl, ms2, vref , d¡oop, dedzone, kp, ki, f ault. bd)

6 *tt*rk*lr**********************************************************

c Purpose: To model ùhree banks of single phasa t,hyristor svritchêd
c caPacitors.
s lrlr**************************:l***********************************

rêal Limit, intg13, int3, ldlag2,bank (3), nbank, nbankl, i2rms
r€al vref, , droop, dedzone, kp, kl, fault, bd, f]-ag
includc fE!'í:I .E'

common / e2 / sLor (5 000), naxc. / s3 / g,tLv (4, 4, 2 4 ), nv]-v
co¡nmon / s4/va= (100) , con (100) , pgb (25)

c
c --------
c Inpue Àrguroents:
ê --------
c
c mr¡l: subsystem containing distríbution network
c n1: node whicb Is to be conq>enaated
c m¡r2: aubayatem contaln5-ng compensator
c vref: reference voltags p.u.
c droop: coÍlpengator droop(.01-.05) p.u.
c dedzone: comp€naator deadzone whers no ewítching ocurrs
c kp: proportional gain
c ki: integral galn
c fauJ-t: voJ-tage level- when if deùecÈed wiJ-l turn off compensato¡
c for 2 cycJ-es afte¡ recovc¡ry
c bd: leakage eueceptance of transformer in per unít
c
c --------
c Con (1.100) Definitiong:
c --------
c
c con (1) : v2rms
c con (2) : bsvs desired
c con(3) : Vsve (rms)
c con (4) : i2rma
c con (5) : Sbanks dasj-¡ed
c con(6): bankl indlcator
c con (7) : bank2 indJ-cator
c con (8) : bank3 lndicator
c con (9) : tlmar for thyristor firíng
c con (10) : thyrietor3 reeista¡rce
c con (11) : thydlo 3 branch conduct,anca
c con (12) : delta Vevs
c con (13) : bc
c con(1Á): b1=kp*de]-tv
c con (15) : b2=kils*deltv

c
c --------
c Program begins
c --------
ê

next=nexc
nexc = nexc*2O

Appendix B
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Appendix B
if (time .le. delt) ggin(nl,ma1) = ggin(n1,ms1) * var(1)

c interface two subsystems togethor

ee (14, m82) =vdc (n1. ms1)

c m€alture aecondarÏ voltag€

v1=vdc (13, ms2)

c conve.¡t to cquare wave for ti.ming

if (vl .gt. 0.0) then
ator (next*7) =1.0
aùor (next*3) =0. 0
stor (next*2) =s¿or (next+2) +0.5

e].se
stor (next*7) =-1.0

end if

c
c positive hal.f of cycle
c

if (ator(next*?) .gt. 0.0) then
nexc=nexc+3
stor (next*3) =0. 0

ê rmc msùer

v2=\r1*v1
stor (next*1) =gtor (next*1) *v2*delt
stor(nãxt+2) = stor (next+2) + 0.5
count = 200.0

end if,

c n€gative half of cycle
c

if (stor(next*7) .Ie. 0.0) then

calcu1at.e rms voJ.tage

1f (stor(next+3) .eg. 20.0 .and. st,or(nextf2) .9È. 164.¡ tten
stor(next*l) = sq¡t (stor (next+L) / ((stor(next+2)+1) *delt) )
v2rms=stor (nerrb+1)
stor (next*S) =stor (next*1)
stor (next*l) =0. 0

end if

c controL data
c

if (stor(next+3) .eq. 40.0 .and. stor(next*2) .SU. 164.) then
stor (next*2) =0. 0
bc=gtor (next+Á) *O .L2987
stor (nextl16¡ =5"
vsvs=stor (next*S) -stor (nexÈ+5) *abs (bc,/bd)
stor (next*6) =vgt.
i2rms=bc*stor (next+S') 126



stor (next+lrl) =i2t-" AppendiX B
de].tv=vref - ( i2rms *droop*vsvs )
stor (nextf 15) {'eltv
if (abe(deJ-tv) .J-e. dedzone) deltv=O.0

determine numbqr of capacitor banks to be on

flag=s¡q¡ (next+20)
b1 = kp*de]-èv
stor (next+17) =b1
Ec=L.O/kL
b2 = int3 (0.0, 0.0,1.0,tc,0.01667,flaT,deltv)
etor (next*19) =b2
b3 = b1*b2
bgvg = liÍLit, (0. 0, 1.0,b3)
stor (nextt13) =bgvs
bcnew = bd*bsvs/ (bd*bsvs)
nbank = aint (bcnew,/ .L2987]
dunrmy = bc¡ew/.12997 - nbank
if (dumny .ge. 0.5) nbank=nba¡¡k*1.0
nba¡kl=limit (0. 0, 7 . 0, nbank)
stor (next*l2) -nbankl
tbankl=nbankl
do 10 n=1,3

temp=tbankl/2. O - aint (tbank1./2. 0)
if (temp .9t,. 0.0) then

bank (n) = 1' 0
elsq

bank(n) = 0'0
end l.f
tbankl = aint (tbank1,/2.0)

10 contlnue

detection of a.c. fau].t

if (ator(next+S) .lt. fault) then
stor (next*9) =0.0
ator (next*10) =6.6
stor (next*11) -0.0
stor (next*l9) =time+2. 0¡k0. 0167
ator (next*20¡ =1.9

e]-se
if (tJ.me .9t,. stor(next*l9)) then

ator (next*9) =bank (1)
sÈor (next*l0) =bank (2)
ator (next*11) =bank (3)
stor (next*2O) =9. I

elsq
ator (next*9) =0. 0

stor (next*10) =Q.6
ator (nextl11) =Q. 6
ator (next*2O) =1. g

end if
and if

c
c ínitializatlon

if (tine .It. 0.05) then
stor (nexb*9) =0. 0
stor (nexb*10) -0. 0

stor (next*11 ¡ =9 . I
stor(next*20)=1.6 I27
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ator (ne:<t*9) =bank (1)
stor (ne:<t*l0) =b¿¡t¡ 12¡
ator (next*11¡ =b¿tt¡ 13, t
ator (ne:<t*20) =9. I

end If
else
ne:tc=nexc*3

end if

c increment counter

ator (ne:rt*3) =etor (next+3) +0.5
count = stor(next*3)

if (count -ga. 77.0 .and. count .Ie. 88.0) then
stor(next*4) = stor(next+12)

end if

end ff,

con (1) E.to! (nex¿+s)
con (2) =¡tor (ncxt*l3)
con (3) =stor (next*6)
con (11) =Btor (next+l4)
con (5) =etor (next+12)
con (6) =¡tor (next+9)
con (7) =etor (next+10)
con (8) =ator (next+11)
con (12) =ator (nexb+l5)
con (13) =gtor (next+16)
con (111) =gtor (next+17)
con (15) =stor (next+18)

calJ. thydlo2 (2, 4, 10, etor(next+9), 5, count)
call tbydio2 (2, 5,11, stor(naxt+IO), 5, counÈ)
call thydlo2 (2, 6, 12, gtor(next+11), 5, count)

ggin (n1, ms1) Sgln (n1 , msl) +var (1)
ccin (n1 , rnsl) =ssl.¡ (n1. ms1) *cs (111, ms2) *vde (nl , ns1) *ggin (nl, ms1)
return
end

real function int3 (yo,tlo,thi,t, dêI, flag,x)

c
s ***************************************************************
c Purpose: non-gticking saturating'inùegral with limits
c yo = output aÈ ti¡ne 0-, tlo,thi = low and high limits of output,
c t = tir¡re constarit with defauLt = 1.0 secs, x = ínput
c trapezoidal. lntegrat,ion based on statê variable method.
c - modification to exÍsùing El.ftDC subroutine: inclusion of 'del'
c for npdelling integration occurring once per c¡¿c1e and not once
c per time step
g ***lr*****************************************lr******************

real- yo, tlo, ùhi, t, del, x, flag
include 'E!4f.8'
conunon / sL/|-ímø, delt, ich
conìmon / s2 / sLo¡ (5000 ), naxc/ s3 / gvlv (4, 4, 24), nvlv
corilnon / s4/var (100) , con (100) , pgb (25)

c set inítia1 conditiong
r28

if (tirne .Ie. del .or. flag .ge. 0.0) then



sror (nqxc+2) aro 
APPendix B

stor (nexc*3) =Q. t*¿E1
ator (nexc*1) =¡*g¿.r (nexct3)

end 1f
at=t
if (at.eq.0.0) at=l .0
a1=x* gtor (nexe*3 ),/at
a2=stor (nexc*2 ) fa1*gtor (nexc*1 )
stor (nexc*1) =a1
aLL=a2
ít (a2.9t.thf) ail=thi
íf (a2.It.t1o) ail=tIo
int3=ato¡ (nexc*2)
st,or (nexc*2) =ai1
nexc=nexc*3
refurn
end

subroutine thydio2 (ms, nto, nfrom, puls, idk, timer)

6 ******tt*******************************************************

c Purpose:To mod€l an anùi-paral.J.e1
c tbyristor-diode srtftch
6 *************************************************************+
c

rsal roff, lon, çInew, curr, rt,puls
integer ma, nto, nfrom, idk
includc'E¡4f.8'
conlmon / sL /Límø,deÌù, ich
common /e2/e|'or (5000) ,nøxc,/e3/gvlv (4,4,24) , nvlv
cornmon / e4 /var (100), con (100), pgb (25)

ron = 0.001
roff = 10000.0

if (tlmc .It. delt) tben
ator(nexc*1) =¡e¡¡
ator(n6.:<c + 2) = Q.g
gnâw = 0.0002

end if
rt=stor(nexc*1)
curr = cdc, (nto, nfrom,ms)
g = gdc(nfrom,nto,ms)

c
c Determine if thyristor ig on,/off
c

con (9) =timer
if (abs(rt-roff) .J-t. 1.0) then

c thyristor ia in off statq
if (timer .ge. 73.0 .and. timer .It. 93.0) then

J-f (puls .gt. 0.5) ::t = ro¡r
c turn on thyristor

end if
ê1s€

c ùhyristor in the on state
if (curr . J.t. 0. 00 . and. puls .lt. 0.5) then

c turn off thyristor
rt = roff

end i-f
end if
stor(nexc*1)=¡f
con(10)=stor(nexc*1) I29
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c use thyrJ.stor lnfo to detqrmine branch conducta¡c" Appgndix B
c

if (tlme .gc. ctor(nexc * 2)) then
1f (aba(rt - roff) .1t. 1.0) t,hen

c thyristor ig in off stats
If, (curr .1t. var(2)) then

c diode ig forward conductlng
if (S .J.e. 1.0) then

ator(nexc t 2) = time * idk * deLt
gnew = 20.0
gdc(nto,nfrom,ms) = gnew
Edc(nfrom,nto,me) = gneit

end l-f
e].se

c diode ig reverge biased
1f (S .gt. 1.0) then

ctor(nexc * 2) = time * idk * delt
gn€w = 0.0002
gdc(nto,nfrom,ms) = gnew
gdc(nf,rom,nto,ms) = gnew

end if
end if

else
c thyristor is in the on statq

if (S .J-e. 1.0) then
ator(nexc + 2) - time * idk * delt
gnew = 20.0
gdc(nto,nfrom,ma) = gnew
gdc (nfrom, nto, ms) = gnq¡t

end if
end lf

end if

con (11) =gnqw
nÊxc=nexc*2
return
end
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Lec, d.aLa /
0.000025 0. 6 0.0005 /
2/#ofaubsyatema
12 / # of nodag ln aubaystem 1
o.o /
12 10 0.0 0.oooLsgz /
10 11 0.0 0.0 1591.62 / 1-5O kvar capaciùor
11 0 0.0L67 /
10 9 0.0 0.0000981 /
9 0 200.0 ,/ large Im¡>edance to ground
9 8 0.068 /
8 7 0.0 0.0020196 / L97 kva load
7 6 0 -OOL / elosed switch 2 (machine start)
6 0 1.o1s2 /
8 5 0.22t /
5 4 o.O 0.0001334 ,/
4 3 0.01 ,/ c].oced cnitch 1 (flicker)
3 2 6.897 / 29 kva load
2 o o .o o.ot312t /
3 1 4.Ã45 / 115 kva load
1 o o.o 0.008841 /
999 /
12 0.0001 ,/
999/ end of aource data
999,/ ond transformer data
L4/
O.O / cape ínJ.tJ-ally eharged
13 10 0.0 0.00046¿ / ftlLør inductance 0.1750 pu
13 11 0.0 0.OOO232 / 0.0875 pu
t3 12 0.0 0.000116 / O.04375 pu
10 4 5000.0 ./ thyristor initially off
11 5 5000.0 ,/
72 6 5OOO.O /
10 7 800.00 ./ gnul¡bqr resigtance (rs1)
11 8 400.00 ,/ (rs2)
L292oo.Oo/ (rs3)
7 4 O.0 0.0 0.50 / snubber capacitor (.5 uf)
8 s 0.0 0.0 o.5o /
9 6 0.0 0.0 o.5o /
4 1 0,0 0.0 336.83 ,/ 35 kvar capacitance
5 2 0.0 0.0 673.66 / 7O kvar eapacitance
6 3 0.0 0.0 L347.32 / 14O kvar capacJ.tance
1 0 0.39 / eLabalizing resistancs
2 O O.2s /
3 o 0.18 ,/
9e9 /
14 0.0001 ,/
eee/
2 / # mut,ually coupJ-ed windíngs
14 0 0. 0.2652583 /bv - sida wndng
13 0 0. O.265L256 0. 0.2652583 /Lv - side wndng'
999/ end tform data
999/
-ss/
to/
0.001 -0.le-c 3.00 250.0 0.1 0.15 0.2 O.25 0.3 0.3s 10.0 0.0075 /
999/
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subroutlne dsdyn

g ***lr**:t***************************************************
c PurpoEâ: Main dynannícs subroutine Hbich models a slngle
c phase thyistor switched capacítor compensator
c erploying dirsct control
c
c Author: David Jacobson ,fuJ.y 15,1990 University of Manit,oba
g ******rtrk**************************************************

real. J-imit, intgI3,1d1ag2,ner*tm,rnew
real error
inc].ude 'Eliff.E'
comßon / eJ-/l.íntc, de1t, ich
co¡nmon /a2/sLo¡ (5000) ,nøxe,/a3/gvlv (4, 4,2{) , nvlv
conmor¡ /e4lvar(100),con (100),pgb(25)

c
c --------
c Variable (1..100) DefJ.nitfona: tecff.dyn
c --------

c Var(1): eubayatem fnterface conductanca
c Var(2): current J-evel belorr which diode conducts
c Var(3): not used
c Var(4): not used
c Var (5) : tÍme J.oad (2) switched in
c Var (6) : rr ' out
c Var(7): time aystem voltage has fault
c Var (8) : time fault clsars
c Var(9): tirne J-oad (1) s¡ritc'hed in
c Var(10): ' out
c Var(11): leakaga susceptance of tra¡sformer
c Var(12): deadzone

next=nercc
nexc = naxcf2

c define subsystem voltage

if (time.gÈ.0.0 ) wpeak=L.4L42!4
øe (L2, 1) =v¡reak*sln (6. 2832*t,ime*60. 0)

c ra.mp load up to 200 kva
c

c if (time .gt. 0.05 .and. tims .It. 0.8) then
c stor(next'*l)=stor(next+L)+0.5
c if(sùor(next*1) .ge. 100) then
c ¡rtor (next*1) =0. 0
c stor (next,l2) =d. O*exp (-5. O* (time-O. 0S) )
c rnêw=stor(next*2)
c gdc(1 ,6,1) =1 . O./rnew

c end if
c end if

c switch 1 off /on for 5 cycles (flicker)
c

Appendix B

call pr112 (var(5) ,L,3,4, 10000000,1,1)
call pr1l2(var(6),L,3,4,1,10000OO0,0) ß2



c
c fault

c call pr112(var(7),\,9,O,1.0,20000.0,0)
c call pr1l2(var(8),L,9,O,20000.0,1.0,1)

c
c deflna compensator
c

Appendix B

caJ.J- gtec32 (L, 8,2,L.OO,0. 000,var(12), 0.7,var(11) )

return
end

sul¡routine stgc32 (msl , n1 , ms2 , vref , droop, d.ed.zone , fault , bd)
c
g rtrk****tk*************************************************i*******
e Purpoac: To modcJ. three ba¡¡ka of aLngle phaae thyrlator ¡wJ-tched
c capacJ-tora.
6 *******************************************i********************

c

real- limit, intgI3, 5.nt3, Idlag2 , bank (3 ) , nbank, nbankl, i2rms
real. vref, droop, dedzone, kp, ki, fault, bd, fJ-ag
real nbanktl, dbnk, dbnkpi, dbnkff , nbankt, vsvsold, nbnkold, error
real error,øL,e2,rlp2
include 'EllE.E'
common / sL /Líme,de1ù, ich
common /e2/sLor (5000) ,nexc/a3/gvLv 14,4,24) , nvlv
commo¡t /s4/var(100), con (100),pg.b(25)

c --------
c fnput Àrgunnnta:
c --------

c ms1: oubeystem eontaining distribution network
c n1: node which ls to be cong>ensated
c ms2: subsystsm containing compensator
c vref: reference voltage p.u.
c d¡oop: compsnsator droop(.01-.05) p.u.
c dedzone: comp€nsator deadzone wbere no switcb.ing ocurrs
c fault: voltage level when lf, detected wiII turn off compensato!
c for 2 cycles after recovel1r
c bd: leakag€ ausceptance of transformer in per unit

c --------
c Con(1.100) Definít,ione:
c --------

c con (1) : v2rms
c con(2): nodified Vref,. for out rsg. range flicker comp.
c con (3) : Vsvs (rms)
c con (11) : l2rms
c con (5) : $banke dasirqd
c con(6): bankl indicato¡
c con (7) : bank2 ind.
c con(8): bank3 fnd.
c con(9): timer for thyristor firing
c con (10) : thyrist,or3 resistar¡ce
ê con (11) : thydj-o 3 branch conductance
c con (12) : delta Vsvs
c con (13) : suscept,ance of capacítor banks
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c con(l¿): not uaed APPendix B
c con (15) : not uged
c con (16) : # of banks (actual)
c con (17) : cbange in # of banks (desired)
c con (18) : Gr!Ìor (voltaga)
c con (19) : e1 (out of range)
c con (20) : flag (fault lndication)
c con(21): e1 afte¡ línulting

c
c --------
c Program begina
c --------
c

nq:<t=nsxê
nerc = nexc*26

if (timc .1c. delt) then
ggin(nl,ma1) = ggin(nl,msl) + var(1)
ator (ne:rt*23) =Q. 95
stor (nexb*8) a¡¡"¡

end If

c Ínterface two cuboystems t,ogethor

es (14, ms2) =vdc (n1, ms1)

c msaaure ceconáa¡lz vo]-taga

vl=vdc (13, ms2)

c convsrt to cquare wave for timing

1f (vl .9e.0.0.or. ator(next*7).9e.0.0) then
lf (rùor(next+2) .ge. 336.0) then

rtor (ncxt'*?) =-1.0
e].ge

ator (next*7) =1. 0
ator (next,*3) =0. 0

end if
slse

if (rtor(ne:<t+3) .ge. 168.0) then
ct,or (next*7) =1 . 0

else
ator (next*7) =-1.0

ond if
end if

c
c positive hal-f of cyc1e
c

if (ator(next*7) .ge. 0.0) tben
nexc=nexct2
stor (next*3) =0. 0

c rms mater

v2ã¡1*vl
stor (next*1) =sto¡ (next+1) *v2*de1t
st,or(next*2) = stor(next+2) + 1. 0
count = 200.0

end if t34
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e negative hal-f of cycJ.e
c

c

c
c
c

if (stor(next*?) .le. 0.0) then

calculate rms voltage

if (stor (no<b+3) . eq. 20. 0 . and. st,or (next*2) .gL. 328. ) then
etor(nexù*l) = sqrt (stor(next+I) / ( (stor(next+2)+1) 'tdolt) )
v2rms=stor (next+1)
etor (next*S) =stor (next+1)
stor (next*l) =0. 0

end Lf

contro]. daùa

J-f (ator (no<t+3) . eq. á0. 0 . and. stor (nercb*2) .gL. 328. ) then
stor (next*2) =0. 0

bc=stor (noxt+21) *0. 12987
ator (next*16) =bc
vav¡=ato¡ (next*S) -ator (next+S) *abs (bc,/bd)
stor (nextt6) =l¡go'"
l2rmc=bc* stor (next*5 )
stor (next*14) =12t*.
de].tv=etor (next+8) - (i2rms*droop*veva)
aùor (next*l5) =deltv
f1ag=3¿e¡ (n.xf+20)
if (stor(next+S) .1e. fault) then

de]-tv=O.0
flag:1.0

end if
tf (tinn .le . stor (nerct,+l9) ) then

de]-tv=O.0
fJ.ag=l.0

end lf
if (abs(deltv) .le. dedzone) deltv=O.0

determlnq number of cap banks to ba on

Direct Ca1culation of # of banks

if (ùime .9t. ator(next*23)) then
dbnkff=aint (de].tv*100 . 0)
dumml-6q1¿v* 1 0 0 -ainù (deltv* 1 0 0 )
if (dunmy .ga. 0.5) dbnkff=dbnkff+l.0
stor (next*24) =65¡¡¡¡

nbnkold=stol (ne)rt+2 1 )
if (fJ-ag .9t. 0.5) nbnkold=O.0
nbankt=nbnkold*dbnkf f
stor (next*12 ) =nb¿tt¡¡

nbanktl=Iimit (0 . 0, 7 . 0, nbankt)
dbnk=nbankt, I -nbnkold

if (dbnk .ge. 1.0) then
stor (next*23) =time+2 . 0't0 . 01 66667

end if 135



ator(next+21¡=n5.rr¡r1 APPendiX B
end if,

c

modífy Vref if flÍckor occurring out of rêg. ra¡rgê

nbankt=stor (next*12)
if, (nba¡kù .gL. 7.0) tben

error=nba¡kt-7 . 0
e]-ac

tf (nbankt .1t. 0.0) thea
srror=nbankt

eIa€
error=O. 0

end {f
end if

if (tlnn .J.e. 0. 05) erro:=O. 0
if (ator(next*S) .Ie. fault) error=O.0

stor (next*13) +rror
e1=r1p2 (0.0¡¡, 1.0, 0 .01667 , stor (next+13) )
stor (ne*t+17) =a1
e2=lLmLt (-0. 1, 0. 1, el)
etor (next*261=e2
vrefn:vref-c2*2 . O
ator (next*8) =vrefn

save old value of Vgvs

stor (nâxt+22) =¡gt.

Convert number of banks to bínary

tbankl=stor (next+21)
do 10 n=1,3

temp=tbankl/2. O - aint (tbank1,/2. 0)
lf (temp .gt. 0.0) tben

bank (n) = 1.0
elsa

bank(n) = 0.0
end ff
tbankl = al-nt (tbank1,z2.0)

10 contl-nue

c detec,tion of a.e. fault
c

if (etor(next+S) .It,. fault) then
stor (next*9) =0. O

8Èor (next+10) =Q.9
stor (next*l1) =9. g

ator (next*l9) =tima+2. 0*0. 0167
stor (next*20) =1.9

else
if (time .gt. stor(nexù*l9)) then

ator (next*9) =bank (1)
stor (nêxt+l0) =bank (2)
stor (next*11) =bank (3)
stor (next*20) =9. g

e]-se
stor (next*9) =0. 0

ator (next*lO) -0. 0 ß6
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rtor (next+11) =6. g
etor (next*20) =1. g

end if
end if

c
c initialí zat l-on
c

1f (time .J-t. 0.05) then
stor (no<t*9) =0.0
ator (ne:<è*10) =Q. 6
ator (ne:<t*11) =9. g

ator (ne:<t*20) =1 . g

e].sc
ator (ne:<t*9) =bank (1)
ltor (nd<¿+10) =b¿¡¡ 12¡
ttor (ne¡<¿+11 ) =U6tt¡ 1t,
sfor (next*20) =Q. I

end lf
e]-se

net(c=nâ:ac+2
end lf

fncremenè counter

etor (next*3) =stor (nextt3) +0 .5
counÈ = ator(noxt+3)

if (count .ge. 77.0 .and. count
rùor(naxt*{) = stor(next+21)

end lf

end l-f

Ie. 88.0) then

con (1) =stor (next*S)
con (2) =stor (next+8)
con (3) =gtotr (next+6)
con (á) =ator (next*14)
con (5) =at'otr (next+l2)
con (6) =gtor (next*9)
con (7) =stor (next+10)
con (8) =cùor (next*X-1)
con (12) =gùor (next+15)
con (13) =ator (next+1 6)
con (16) =gtor (ne:<t+21)
con (17) =gtor (next+24)
con (18) =gtor (next+13)
con (19) =stor (next+17)
con (20) =gtor (next+20)
con (21) =eÈor (no<t+26)

caII thydio2 (2, 4,10, stor(next+9) . 10, count)
call thydio2 (2, 5,11, stor(next+1O), 10, count)
caIJ- ùhyd1o2 (2, 6, L2, s|-o¡ (next+ll), 10, count)

ggin (n1 , ms 1 ) 3gin (n1 , ns 1) +var ( 1)
ccin (n1, ntsl ) =g6{n (nl, ms1) fcs (14, ms2) *vdc (n1, msl ) *ggin (nl, ns1)
rsturn
end

subroutine thydio2 (ms, nto, nfrom, pu1s, idk, timer) I37



c *****************************************!r****************** AppendiX B
c Purpose: To model an anti-paralleJ.
c tbyriator-diode sr¡itch
c ************************************************************
c

real- roff , ron, gnew, curr, rt, pula
lnteger ms, nto, nfrom, ldk
include 'EMT.E'
conmon / eL /Ejrmø,de1t, ich

common / s[/var(100), con (100),pgb (2S)

ron = 0.001
roff = 10000.0

if (timc .1t. deJ.t) then
ator(nexc*1) =¡6f¡
ator(nexc*2) =6.6
gneer = 0.0002

end if
rt=stor(nexc*1)
curr = cdc(nto, nfrom,ms)
g = gdc(nfrom,nto,me)

c
c Determine lf thyristor is on/off

con (9) =timer
J.f (abe(rt-roff) .It. 1.0) then

c thyristor íe ín off stats
ff (tlmer .ge. 73.0 .and. timer .tt. 93.0) then

if (puls .gt. 0.5) rb = ron
c turn on thyrlator

end if
else

c lhyristor in the on stats
if (c,urr .It. 0. 00 .and. puJ.s .It. 0.5) then

c turn off thyristor
rf = roff

end lf
end l-f
stor(nexc+1)-rt
coa (10) =e!or (nexc*1)

c uEê thyriator J-nfo t,o deternrine branch conducta¡rce
c

if (time .ge. ator(nexe * 2)) then
if (abs(rt - roff) .1t. 1.0) then

c t,b,yristor is in off gtate
if (curr .IÈ. var(2)) then

c diode is forward conducting
if (S .J.e. 1.0) then

ator(nexc t 2l = t,ime * idk * deIù
gnew = 20.0
gdc (nto, nfrom, rns) = gnew
gdc(nfrom,nto,ms) = gnêH

end if
slse

c diode is rsverse biasqd
if (g .9t. 1.0) then

stor (nexc + 2, = time * idk * del-t
gnêw = 0.0002
gdc(nùo,nfrom,ms) = gnew
gdc(nfrom,nto,ms) = gnew 138
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end if

end íf
elga

c tbyristor lc in the on atats
if (S .Ie . 1.0) then

rtor(nexc + 2l = time * Ídk * de].t
gnew = 20.0
gdc(nto,nfrom,ms) = gnew
gdc(nf,rom,nto,ms) = gnesr

end 1f
end lf

end if,

con (11) =gnew
nGüKc=nexc*2
return
end

FftNctroN RLP2 (G, T, DEL, X)

c **********************************************************************
C Purposa: To modsl a first order lag control funcÈion block
c
C G = GÀIN, T = TIME CONST, X = INPUT. 0- O[]I!PUT = G*X
C NoTE: G AlilD E CÀ¡¡ BE CEÀNGED DIIRING TEE SOLIIIIoN
c
C DEL l-ncluded to model calJ.ing function oncê per
C ¿1rc1e rather tha¡r once per tinre step
C ********************************************************'t********)k***
c

REAI, À1 ,A2,À3,À5
REÀL DELT, DE].
REJAI. G
INTEGER ICE
INTEGER NEXC
REÀL RTAIP2
RELL STOR
RE"AI, T, TIME
REA], X
INCI,T'DE 'E¡dÎ .E'
COMMON / SL ITTþ'E,DETT, ICE
COMMON,/S2lSlOR (5000), NEXC

rF (rrME.GE.DEr) GO TO 10
STOR(NEXC+2) =)(*ç
STOR (NE"KC+l) =0 . 0

1O CONTINI'E
rF (T.N8.0.0) GO TO 15
REÀIP2=X*G
co To 20

15 À3=0.S*DE!./T
A1=X*G
À5=A3* ( A1+STOR(NÐ(C+1) )
A2=SÍOR(NEXC+2) + À5
A2=A2 / ( L.0 + À3 )
sToR (NF-KC+1) =À1-å'2
RI,P2=STOR (NEXC+2)
sloR (NE.KC+21 =A2

20 NEXC=NEXC+2
RElURN
END

r39
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tscff d,aLa /
0.000025 0.45 0.ooo3 /
2/#ofsubaystema
13 / # of nodss in subsystem 1
o.0 /
L2 10 0.0 0.OOOL592 /
10 11 0.0 0.0 1591.62 / LsO kvar capacitor
11 o 0.0167 /
10 13 0.0 0.0000981 ,/
13 9 0.034 /
9 0 100.0 / La=ge fmpedance to ground
9 8 0.034 /
8 7 0.0 0.0020196 / 197 kva load
7 6 0.0Oj- / cJ-osed ewitch 2 (machine start)
6 o 1.oLs2 /
8 5 0.221- /
5 4 0.0 0.0001334 ,/
4 3 200.0 / closed awitcb 1 (fJ-icker)
3 2 6.e97 / 29 kva load
2 O O.O O.O1-372t /
3 1 4.445 / 45 kva load
1 0 0.0 0.0088¿1 ,/
99e /
t2 o.oool /
999,/ end of cource data
999/ end transformqr data
L4/
0.o / capa initially charged
13 10 0.0 0.000(¡6¡l / f,LLter inducta¡rce 0.1750 pu
13 11 0.0 0.OOO232 / 0.0875 pu
L3 L2 0.0 0.000116 / O.04375 pu
10 4 5000.0 / tbyristo¡ initially off
11 5 5000.0 /
12 6 5000.0 ,/
10 7 800.00 ,/ enubber resigtance (rsl)
118400.00/ (rs2)
129200.00/ (rs3)
7 4 O.0 0.0 O.5O / snubber capacitor (.5 uf)
I s 0.0 0.0 0.50 /
9 6 0.0 0.0 0.50 ,/
4 1 0.0 0.0 336.83 ,/ 35 kvar eapacitanee
5 2 0.0 0.0 673.66 / 7O kvar capacit,ance
6 3 0.0 0.0 L341.32 / 1-AO kvar capacitance
1 0 0.39 ,/ gtabalizing resistance
2 O O.2s /
3 O O.L8 /
gee /
14 0.0001 ,/
999/
2 / # rnutualJ.y coupled windings
14 0 0. 0.2652583 /hv - eide wndng
13 0 0. O.265L256 0. 0.2652583 /Iv - side wndng
999,/ end tform data
999/
-5s/
to/
0.001 -0.1e-4 3.00 250.0 0.1335 0.306 O.2 O-25 0.3 0.35 10.0 O.OOZS /
9e9 /
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subroutiD6 d¡out
rc¡l l-1eit, lntgl3, 141a92
t¡clude 'El4l .E'
co@D /tllLtm, d.lt,l'ch
oogoon /a2/øLor (5000) ,tæ.e/a3/glrlv ({, tl ,24) , avlv
cro@n / ¡1/vtr(100), ooa (100),I>gb (25)

Pgb(1)-0.0-c¡ (L4,2,
pgb(2)-vdc(8,1)
Pgb (3) -cdc (9, 8' 1)

Pgb ({) -coa (3)
PEb (5) 'ooa (21)
Pgb (6) -oon (13)
Pgb (7) rodc (13, 9, 1)

Pgb (8) -vdc (1,2) -wdc (1,2)
Pcb (9) red^ (6,2) -vdc (3, 2)
Pgb (10) rcon (2)

raturD
.Dd

Appendix B
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ST'BROT'TINE DR.IVER Appendix Bc---------
C DECI,ÀRATIONS
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

DOUBT,E PRECISION TIME, TMDT, DTIT (4)
DOT'BI,E PRECTSION TI,I2D
DOUBLE PR,ECISTON DEI.TC, DET.TS
DOUBT.E PRECISTON CBRMDT (500) , pT[rDT (500) ,vcpMDT (500) ,

e \¡XNMDT (300)
DOUBLE PRECISTON CBRM2D (500) ,pTtd2D (500) ,vcptlf2D (500) ,

e \r:o¡td2D (300)
DOTTBLE PRECTSION STRtd2D (3000)
INÎEGER NSTPSZ
TNTEGER NSWM2D(500)
rNrEcER Nt'R (s00) , t{To (500)
INTEGER INITPS
INTEGER INITZC
TNTEGER NBI.KRS
DOUBf,E PRECTSTON CBTUDT (30,6)
DOUBLE PRECISTON CBIM2D (30, 6)
DOUBLE PRECISION ltfcMDr (30)
DOUBLE PRECTSION Ia{cM2D (30)
INTEGER ITER
DOUBLE PRECISTON erpMDT (2, 6, Ar, CTPM2D (2, 6, 8'

c
C - IgE FOLLOI{ING NT'I'BERS CÀDT BE CEAI{GED IN
c
c
c

DOLBLE PRECTSTON pT (500), crNJlo¡ (300)
INIEGER NXT
DOUBLE PRECISTON STRT (3000),STRMDT (3000)
INTEGER NSI{MDT (500)
INIEGER NR,JLRC
INTEGER NCSNI¡l , NCENL2, NCE¡[Í.3, NCENL¡¡
RF.A¡ CEÀNLl (10) , CEANL2 (10) , CEÀNL3 (10) , CEANL¡¡ (10)
INTEGER ìIXTFIX
DOLBLE PRECISION STRE TX (3000)

c
c---------
C TEE E'OI.I.OIfiNG ÀRE VÀRIÀBI.ES I{EICS ÀRE LOCAI, TO DRI\¡ER.
c

DOUBLE PRECISTON TCEUP, TCEDN, TSTÀTZ (r¡), VS
INTEGER II{À\¡8, INoJIT, MoDEF, NSTÀT (¡¡) , IFIRE

c
INTEGER IFRTMP, INTRST. N¡IODCS
DOT'BLE PRECTSION \¡RMS!{S, \¡ERR, TDEIÀY, TNWI'P, TSET
DOÌ'BLE PRECI S ION V2, TINT, YI,ÍNT.M8, YMXLMS, YINI T
DOUBI,E PRECISION TDIFF, XOUT, \¡r'EF
INTEGER HODE
INTEGER NBRKRI,NBRKR2
DOUBTE PRECISION TBRKR1, TBRKR2, RV?IRLD, RI.AST
INÎEGER NDT'Mg
DOT'ELE PRECISION CLIM, VCÀP
INIEGER }IBRKR3

c---------
COMMON /:f.G,aL3O/ TIME, I'tdDT, DELT, Tt4f2D, DELIC, DELTS,

& CBRMDT , PTMDT , VCPMDT, \¡X}¡MDT, CBRM2D , PÎM2D , VCPM2D, 1DC{M2D
coMMoN /xeB.L3s/ STRM2D,NSTPSZ, NS!{M2D, NFR, NTO, INITPS, INITZC,

E NB],KR.S, CBI}ÍDT, CBIM2D,IME{DI, TMq{2D ru2

- TSE FOLI.O¡{ING NT'T.ÍBERS ARE GN/EN IN DRIVER
I'OR INI'ORMATION OI{I.Y.

- TF YOT' CEÀNGE ONE IN DRI\¡ER
TEE PROcRA.trl WILI NEI¡ER SEE lEE CEANGE.

DRIVER ÀI¡D TSE PROGRÀ¡I WII.I SEE TSE CEÀ¡IGE.



coMMoN ,/xcB1¡¡1,/ rTER Appendix B
COMMON /XGB226/ CTPMDT, CTPI{2D

c---------
. coMMoN /eBL015/ PT,CIN,I$I

COMMON /GP,I-O32/ }rxf , STRT, STRMDT
coMMoN /:Í.eB,OSL/ NSI{MDÎ
coMMoN /:l.cB,Lf.t/ NR¡ItRc
coMMoN /GBLO23 / NCBNtl, NCENf,2, CEAlrLl, CS.À¡rt2
coMMoN /G,B,L23X,/ NCENL3, NCEITL¡¡, CEÀI¡L3, CS.ãNI.¿
coMMoN /GBIßzA/ Ì{XÎFIX, Srnrrx

c---------
SAVE ,/XGB130/
SA\rE ,/XGB135/
sÀvE /xcB1¿1/
sAvE /xGB226/
SÀVt ,/GBl015/
SAVS /G\BLO3z/
sÀvE /xcB081/
SA\¡E ,/XGBI11¿/
sAvP. /SBJ,O23/
sAvE, /cBr.23X/
sAvE /oBI3zA/

c***************************************************************
c usER. .Anta
c---------
c sorrRcE
c

P[ (9) = 10182.34*DCOS (376. 991'ITIME)
c---------
C NOTE:- FOR EÑ/ERYIEING EXCEPT INDEPENDÀNT
C SOURCES T'SE TI{DT åS YOU }TOT'LD USE TrME IN EIfTDC.
c---------
C SET RE''ERENCE VOLTÀGE
c

\IREE'= 7200.0
c---------
C PRO\¡IDE 3 CYC].ES TO CS.ARGE rEE CÀP
c ( ÀND ÀSSLRE À LOCR ONTO IWÀVE ).
c
C NOTE: FIRING MODE:- MODE = 1
C BI¡CKED MODE:- MODE = 0
c

rr' (ItfDT. cT. 0 . 05) TEEN
MODE - 1

ET,SE

MODE = 0
END IF

c---------
C ÀRRANGE TO CLOSE BREAKERS
c

ÍBRKRI = -1.0
rF (I'tfDÎ. eT. TBRKR1 ) TEEN

NBRKRL = 1
EÍ.SE

NBRKR1 = 0
END IF

TBRKR2 = 0.15
rF (I'tfDT. LT. TBRKR2 ) TEEN

NBRKR2 = 1

EtsE rF (T!{DT. LT. 0. 35) TEEN
NBRKR2 = 1

ELSE
NBRKR2 = 1

END IF
r43



c IF(TltDl .1T.0.ls)rsEN
NBRKR3 = 0

c EtsE IF(TI{DI .f,L0.25)ÎEEN
C NBRKR3 = 1
C ELSE
C NBRKR3 = 0
C END IF
c
c---------
C ÀRRANGE IO I/IRY R,ESTSTÀIICE FON.

C TEE VARTABLE LOAD .à.s À FT'NETTON OF TIME. T'SE TMDT à,S
C YOU WOT'I.D TIME IN E!4TDC.
c

rE (ÎtrDT. lT. 0. 075) IEEN
RVIARLD = 1000.0

EISE
RVÀRLD = 1000.O*DEIe (-S. O* (TMDI-0.025) )

END IF
c******************************************************************
C TI'RN ON DIODE CEÀRJACTERTSTICS
c

Nsl{l{DE (5) - 1
NSWMDT(6) = 1
NswuDT(?) = 1
Nsw¡@r(8) - 1

c NsI{llDr (21) ! 1
c---------
C BRTNC FORTS lEE I.ÀS1 RESISTÀNCE T'SED I'OR
C TEE VERIAAI.E I,OÀD
c

IF (rNrTZC.EQ.1)TSEN
RÍ.ÀST = 1000.0

ELSE
RIÀST = gTRtt2D (ÌÐ(T+16)

END IF
c---------
C KEEP REQT'ESTED RVãRLD T¡ITEIN BOT'NDS.
c

IÍ'(R\¡ÀRLD.rT.5.0) RVÀRLD = 5.0
Il' (R\tÀItLD.'qt. 1000 . 0) RVÀRLD = 1000 . 0

c---------
C CEãNGE TSE BRÀ¡ICE RESISTÀ}TCE IF IT
C IS SIGNIFTCÀNTI.Y DIFE'ERENT FROiI
C !EÀÍ ORDERED.
c

IF (R\¡ARLD. cE. RIÀS!*1 .1 . OR.
E R\¡ÀRID. TT. RT.å,ST*0. 9) TSEN

NDIIM9 - 20
eå¡r cEÀÀIeR (ltDuÌdg, R\rÀRLD)
RIÀST = RVARI,D

END II'

STRMDT([XT+16) = R[.ÂST
c---------
C BREjAKER CÀ¡.f.S
C INPT'T IS BRÀIICE NT'MBER À}¡D
c À 1 I'OR CLOSED CONTÀCIS À¡¡D
C À O FOR OPEN CONTÀCTS.
C CLEARS ON CT'RRENT ZERO.
c

NDIIM9 = 15
cå,I,t BREAKR (NDUtf 9, NBRKR1 )

c
NDIIM9 = 18
cÀI.t BREAKR (NDUUg, NBRKR2 )

Appendix B
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r{Durúe r 22 APPendix B
CATI. BRBAKR (NDU¡Ig, NBRKR3 )c---------

C SET UP À E"ETI INITIAT CONDITIONS
C OR BRING IN PRIOR I¡ÀTI'ES FRODI IIEMORY.
c

rr'(rNrTzc.EQ.1)TEEN
TCSITP = -100.0
TCEDN = -100.0
TsTÀTz(1) = 0.0
TSTå'12 (2) = 0. O

TSTÀTZ(3) = 0.0
TSIÀTZ (tl) = 0. O

INOÍIT = 0
MODEF - 0
VRIúSlll¡ = \IREF
I/ERR = 0.0
TDELÀY = -1.0E-5
INWI]P - 0. 0
TSET = -100.0

EI.SE
TCSUP g 8IRü2D (M(T+l)
TCSDN - STRM2D(Nxr+2)
lslÀ12 (1) - sTRtr2D (NXT+3)
TsTÂ'Tz (2) - sTRl(lD (NxT+¿)
TsTå'Tz (3) = STR¡rzD (NXr+s)
TSTÀTZ ({) = STR¡¿2D (Ni<T+6)
INO,'IT g IDNINT (STRld2D (NXT+Z) )
HODEF - IDNINI (STRìÍ2D (NKI+B) )
VRMST{S = STRM2D (NxT+g)
VERR = STRM2D(NKr+10)
TDEIÀY ¡ STRtrt2D GÍXT+11)
TNI{UP ¡ STRM2D (Nt(I+12)
ÎSET r STRlt2D (tfr(T+l3)

END IF
c---------
C I.OOR ÀT TEE LINE VOI.TAGE À}¡D CREÈ,TE ÀN INDICÀTOR
C 9¡ÀI¡E I{EICE IdÀY EÀ\¡E NOISE à,T TSE ZERO CROSSINGS.
c

VS = \¡:{N}íDT(1}
c

rr (vs. cr. 0 . 0) TEEN
II{ã\IE = 1

ELSE
fúÌAVE = -1

END IF
c---------
C IÀTE OTII POSSTBLE .'IITER ÀT ZERO CROSSINGS
C ÀìID I(AKE ÀN INDICÀTOR }¡A1TE }¡rTE NO .'ITTER.
C NOTE: CEÀ}¡GE IS À¡TÆWED 0.375 ggcI,Es À¡.TER
C PRIOR CEÀNGE.
c
C SET T'P å, }IÀRKER FOR RESETTING TEE INTEGRA,TOR.

INTRST = 0
c

It (IWÀVE.cT.0 .ÀND.
e (TMDr-ÍcsDN) .cT. o. oo66)IEEN

c
IF (INOJTT. r,T. 1 ) IEEN

fNO.IfT = 1
TCEUP = TMDT

C RESET TEE INTEGR.ETOR IN TEE TTME-STEP TEÀT TEE
C INOJIT I{ÀVE GOES POSITIVE.

INTRST = 1
EIÍD IEc r45



ElsE rr(n{âvE.r.T.o .Àr¡D. Appendix B
r (TnDT-TCEnp) .Gt. 0. 0066)TEE!Í

IF(INO.trT.cT. -1 )TEEN
INOJ-IT = -1
TCEDN = TMDT

END IF

END IE'
c
c sQItÀ.RE TSE VOLTÀCE !{EEN INO,Irr EQUà¡S 1
C FOR IIÍPUT 10 TSE INTEGRÀTOR.

I¡'(INO.'IT'. EQ. 1) ÍSEN
V2 = VS*VS

ELSE
V2 = 0.0

END II'
c
C INTEGR.ATOR I{IT.L IIiTTEGRATE SQT'ARED
c PosITrvE EAt¡'wÀ\¡E.

Tllll - 1.0
Y!íNL¡í8 r -1.082O
r.ldl(I¡í8 = 1.0820
YINII = 0.0

c
lfXlrN:(T+13

cã¡I, xlNrz (v2,
I TINT,
r t-tdNLH8, YttD<I¡fg,
É YINIT, TNTRST,
É xonT)

NXI-NKf-15
c
C PREPÀRE À IIÀRKER FOR ÞTSEN TEE BR,IDGE Eå,N BE
C BI¡CKED OR DEBLOCKED.

NMODCE = 0
c
C SET CERTÀIN NT'I.IBERS ÀT 270 DEGREES IN TEE SIN YÍAVE.

IF ( (TMDT-TCSDN) .GT. 0. 00405 .Àì¡D.
É (T¡{DT-TCSDN) .LT. 0. 00¿20)TEEN

c
NMODCE = 1

TDII'F=TCEDN-TCEttP
Il'(TDIFF.LT.0.00¿2) TDIET' = 0. 0042

\¡Rllsllf¡ = DSQRT (XOttT,/TDIrr)

VERR=VREF -\¡RMS¡MS
IF(ÀBS(\¡ERR).LT.36.0) VERR = 0.0
Ir(VERR.eI . 288.0) I/ERR = 288.0
Il'(VERR.LT.-288.0) VERR = -288.0

C TDEIÀY = 0.6¡¡3E-6*VERR - 1.0E-5
ÍDELÀY - 1.6088-6*!¿ERR - 1.08-5
VCAP = I'XNMDT(¡¡) - l')<NMDT (5)
IF (VCÀp.GT. 1000. 0 .ÀlÍD. TDErÀy.GT. 0. 0)

& TDEIÀY = 0. 0
IF (VCÀp.LT.333. 0 .ÀND. TDELÀ,Y.LT. 0. 0)

e TDEIÀY = 0. 0
CLIM = VC;AP*O.001501 - IüRMSMS/7200.0
IF(CLIM.cT. 0.5 .ÀND. TDEIÀY.cT. 0. 0)

E TDEIÀY = 0. 0
rF(cr.rM.tT.-0.5..AND. TDEI,AY.I,T.O.O) 146



t TDELÀY - 0.0
TN¡{Ì'P = TCEDN + 8.33333333D-3 + TDELÀY
TSET = TMDT

END IF

IF (TSET. LT. -1 . 0) TEEN
IFRTMP = 0

ELSE
IFRIMP = 1
IE'(TMDT.LT.TNWIIP) TFRTMP = -1
rF (TCELP.cT. ISET .À¡rD.

r lMDT.qr. (TcEsp + 8.3333333D-3 + TDErÀy))TSEN
Il'R.TllP - -1

EIID TF
END II'

Appendix B

c
c---------
C I'IRE I'ROII TEE SSIFÎED IÍAVTFORM.
c

IFIRE = I5'RTMP
c
C IE'IRE r fNOJIT
c---------
C DEBI.OCK ONLY WSEN PER¡úITTED ÀT 90
C À¡¡D 270 DEGREES.

C NOTE: FIRING MODE:- MODEI' = 1
C BI¡CKED HODE: - IIODE!. = 0
c

Il'(NMODCE.EQ.1) MODE!' = MoDE
IE'(!{ODE.EQ.0) IIODEE' = 0

c---------
C DECIDE DESIRED STÀ,TES ACCORDING TO MODE OF FTRING
C ÀI.¡D TEE FIRING IIi¡DICÀTOR }IÀ\¡8.
c

IF (MODEF. EQ. O) TEEN
NSEÀT(I) = 0
NsTÀÎ (2) = O

NslÀÎ (3) = O

NsTÀ'Î ({) = O

TSTÀTZ (1) = n'lot
TSTÀÎZ (2) = TldOr
TSTÀ,TZ (3) = Tlor
TSTÀIZ(4) - Xl{Dt

ELSE Itr(rtrRE.EQ. 1) TSEN
NSTÀT(I) = t
NSTÀT(2) - 0
NST¡'T(3) = 1
NSTÀT(¡I) = 0
TSTÀTZ (2) = I'¡Ot
TSTÀTZ ({) = D.ror

EI,SE
NSTÀT(I) = 0
NSTÀT(2) = t
NSTÀT(3) = 0
NSTåT(¡I) = I
TSTÀTZ (1) = nrPr
TSTÀTZ (3) = T¡Or

END IF
c---------
C ÀTWÀYS DEIÀY TT'RN-ON BY 15 MICROSECONDS TO
C Àf,IOW FOR TSE SSORTER TURN_ON TIME
C AS COUPENTD TO TI'RN-OFF TIME.
c
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6 (TMDÍ-TsrÀTz(1)).cr.1.sE-s)TEEN Appendix B
Ns?¡llDÍ (1) - 1

ELSE
NSÍ{UDT (1) = 0

END IF

IF (NSTÀT (2) .EA.1 .À¡¡D.
Ê (TMDT-TSÎÀTZ (2) ) . cT. 1 . sE-s) TEEN

NSI{MDT (2) = 1
EI.SE

NSÍ¡MDT(2) = O

END IE'

rr' (NSTÀT (3) . EQ. 1 .ÀDrD.
I (T!úDT-TSTÀTZ(3)) .cT.1.5E-5)TEEN

NslfllDI (3) = 1
EI,SE

NsI{ì,fDT (3) = O

END TT
c

rF (NsTÀÎ (4) .EQ.1 .ÀìrD.
É (T!ûDT-TSTÀTZ (¡¡ ) ) . CT. 1 . sE-s) TSEN

NSI{¡{DI (,t) = t
ELSE

NS?ûíDI(6) - 0
END IF

c---------
C STORE INFO IN I{EIúORY EOR. NEXT På.sS
c

STRMDT(NXT+l) = TCEUP
STRMDT(NXT+2) = TCEDN
STRMDT(NXT+3) = TsTÀTz (1)
STRMDT (Nxr+4) = TSIÀTZ (2)
STRMDT(NXT+S) = TSTÀTZ (3)
STR¡{DT (lfXT+6) = TsTÀTz (4)
STRMDT (NXT+?) = DBLE (INO,IIT)
sTRl{DT (l[XT+8) g DBIE (!úODE!.)
sTRr{DT (lfr<T+g) - vRMS}tS
STRMDT(NXT+10) - VERR
sTRldDT(NxT+11) - TDEIÀY
STRMDI(NKI+12) = fNÍIItP
SIRMDT (NXT+13) = ISET

c---------
C ÀD.]I'ST STORAGE BÀSE

NXT=M(T+16
c---------
C PRINIER OTTTPUT
c-----
C NI'MBER OF CEA¡¡NEIS

NCENL1 ¡ 10

C TMDT

cEAlILl (1) = TMor

CEÀ¡IL1 (2) = r/JGlroI G, /72OO.
CEÀÀIL1 (3 ) = r¡rG{t{DT (21 / 600 .
CEÀ¡IL1 (tl) = Vr{N¡r¡T (3) /600.
CEANLI (5) = rnonoT (d) /666.0
CEAI¡L1 (6) = t¡X¡n'of (5) /666. 0
CEÀìIL1 (7) = (t/xNl{Dt (¿) -\¡T(NMDT (s) ) /666. O

CEÀNL1 (8) = cBnr'or (10) /¿16. 64
CEÀ¡¡Ll (9) = -cBn¡rof (11) /¿16.6a
CEA¡ILl (10) = REAI,(INoJrr)

c-----
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NCENL2 = 10
c
C TMDT

CEÀ¡¡L2 (1) = TlOr
c

CEANL2 (2) = VRI{S!{S,/7200.
CEÀNL2 (3) = '!IERR,/7200.
CEãNL2 (¡l) = IDELÀY
CEÀìÍL2 (5) E CBÍMDI (l 

']-') /34 .72
CEÀNL2 (6) = ( CBRMDT(23) + CBR.MDT(2{) +

É CBRMDT(2s) + CBRMDT(26) + CBRMDT(27r)/3r.72
cEÀ¡{t2 (7) = REÀ]. (IFRndP)
CEÀ¡IL2 (8) = CBTMDT (L,21 /416.64
cEAl'lL2 (9) = -QBRMDT (10) /¡¡16.6¡¡
CEÀ¡TL2 (10) - CEÈITL2 (5) + qEA¡¡L2 (6)

c-----
NCEIiIL3 e 0
NCENLII - 0

c---------
RETT'RN

END

0.0 0.7 1.5E-6 30 L / BG'¡ITIH E r¡{Trrd DTSMã¡ NSUBST NSTpsr
2 ,/ NT]MBER OR OUIPI'T E IT.ES
0.0 0.7 o.5E-3 /
ourl
0.0 0 .1 o .sE-3 /
OTIT2

9999 / END OF PR,INTER DÀTÀ
9999 / END OF rNITIÀt NODE VOLTÀGE Då,TÀ
9999 / END OF BRANCE TC DÀTÀ
9999 / END OF À!r BRC DÀTÀ
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Appendix B

TEST52
tt/
4 3 1 1.086 0.0 o.O 3 / VÀr\¡E 1
3 5 1 1.0E6 0.0 0.O 3 / VÀI,VE 2
0 5 1 1.086 0.0 0.o 3 / vArvE 3
¿ 0 1 1.086 0.0 0.o 3 / vÀr\¡E 4
3 ¡¡ 1 1.086 0.0 0.O 3 / DIODE 1
5 3 1 1.086 0.0 0.O 3 / DrODE 2
5 0 1 1.0E6 0.0 0.o 3 / DroDE 3
0 4 1 1.0E6 0.0 0.o 3 / DroDE ¡¡

0 6 1 0.0 0. 033 ./ souRcE - BR 9
2 3 1 0.0 3. ¡¡E-3 ,/ TNDLCTOR
¿ 5 1 0.0 0.0 {.4Ê,-3 / cÀPÀcrrroR
6 0 1 0.0 o.o 7 -67ÂF.-6 / e2 ÀT SOuRCE

6 11 1 14.1 ,/ LINE I.ROM SOSRCE TO SVS

t 7 1 45.91 0.02765 ,/ rrNE TO BREAEER 1

7 A 11.0860.00.Ot/ BREAKERl -8R15
I 0 1 1¿30.0 2.8r¡5 / sl,fAIL I,oAD oFF BRF"a,KER 1

8 0 1 921.616 1.833 / T.ARGER. r¡À.D O¡'t'BRE:A,KER 1

1 911.0860.00.O4/ BREAKER2 - BR18
9 10 1 210.¡¡9 0.¡11875 ,/ I'IRST BRiANCE OFI' BRKR 2
10 0 1 1000.0 / VARTAILE RESISTÀI{CE OFF BRF.AXER 2 - BR 20
11 1 1 0.0 0.0205 / trNE ¡'ROrd SOLRCE TO SVS

110 11.0E60.00.o4/ BREAKER3 -8R22
1 0 1 0.0 0.6879 1.136E-6,/ ¡'I].TER N=3
1 0 1 0.0 0.2293 L.227F.-6 ./ E'IITER N=5
1 0 1 0.0 0.11¡16 1.253E-6 ./ FILTER N=7
1 0 1 0.0 0.0688 L.263P.-6 ,/ E'ILTER N=9
1 0 1 0.0 0.0¡¡59 1 .2688-6 ,/ E ILTER N=11
9999 / END OF BRA¡ICE DÀTå,
1 / ONE TRANSFORMER IND I.IAT
2 0.0833333 / 2 9trNDrNc, RÀTrO 2:1
r ss.27898 /
2 4 .5836638 0.38388 ,/
9999 / END OE TRl. IND MÀTRICES
9999 / END OE TRF RES MÀTRIC&S
1 ,/ ONE ÀCTT'ÃI. TR.â}¡SFORMER
1 0 1 / TR¡ Nrm,. R¡S TYPE, rND Í.:fPE
L0/
20 /
9999 / END Or ÎR.F SPECS
9999 / END OF TLTNE IYPE DATÀ
9999 / END OF TLINE SPECII'ICÀTION
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